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MOST THRILLING 
3D DRIVING GAME YET! 

VOTED 
ARCADE GAME 
OF THE 
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fake the wheel of your turbo-
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TURBO 
BOOST! 

, - Need to catch up m a hur ry ' Well, 
.. ' just one press of yourTurbo Button will 

/ leave your eyes in the back of your head! 

BARRELLING THROUGH 
THE CITY STREETS z along the roughest of 
dirt tracks and through busy tunnels if you can hold 
the line' The low life can run, but they can t hide 
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Ocean Software Limited • 6 Cent , 
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act ion sequences put you in cont ro l 
of Elliot Ness's el i te squad of cr ime-busters . 

ALLEYWAY SH00T0UTS, 
THE BORDER RAID, 

V v The Rai lway Sta t ion conf ronta t ion and 
">v Warehouse bust cu lm ina t ing in the 

4 thr i l l ing denouement of a ^ 

4 ROOFTOP DUEL i 
as you re-l ive the knife edge 9 
ex is tence of Ness in his st ruggle 

/ / M i against the re t r ibut ion of Capone! 
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NOW WITH TWICE THE ACTION, 
TWICETHE FUN,TWICE THE CHALLENGE rgv? / T Y T Y m ro 

T| • . . . The Hi-jack report came from a DC10 leaving Paris for Boston -Arab 
I I U guerillas Were in control of flight 102 and had turned the aircraft towards 

Africa. ..The plane lands in hostile territory and the terrorists begin 
their demands... 

or the bulletproof vest, but watch out for 
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Operation Thunderbolt the incredible Taito coin-op conversion 

brought NOW to your home computer. 
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available on... cassette for amstrad cpc, Sinclair spectrum, commodore 64 /128 
at£ 1 0 . 9 9 (disk versions £ 1 7 . 9 9 ) and atari st, commodore amiga at £ 2 4 . 9 9 
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CONTENTS 
GAME THRILLS 

Whatta lotta we gotta! A Powertape 
bursting into spring with Master Blaster 

from Cybadyne' Karyssia — Part II 
from Incentive! Breakpoint from Airline! 

Rockfall from Powertape! And your 
monthly dose of cheats on cassette 

v .tti PokeMania! 

WIN A S N A Z Z Y 
J A C K E T ! 

Monty Mole he's back, Back, BACK!! 
Win a hip n' happening leather jacket 
to wear on your back. Back. BACKII 

LIVE C I R C U I T 
Uoyd explains the event they're all 

calling the end of CRASH towers (as 
we know HI)I Find out why, when, how. 
where and all that stuff, along with a 
pleasant dollop of Jetman, Letters, 

Cartoon Comer. Winners and heaps 
more! 

POLL W I N N E R S 
PARTY! 

Who won what in the Readers 
Awards? Join your host with the most 
— Robtn Candy — and a star-studded 

array of special guests as we 
announce the winners of the 1989 

CRASH trophies! 

PREVIEW 
| Crack open your software Easter egg with | 

CRASH as we reveal the games heading 
your wayl There's Impossamole, The 

| Cycles, Storm lord II. Delta Charge!, World | 
Cup Soccer, A.M.C. and lots more! 

DJ N I C K O S TIPS 
Tackle the toughest games around as DJ 
Nicko checks into Cheat Mode Motel and 
delivers a veritable barrage of tips, tricks 

and tactics! 

S ' A M A Z I N G ! 
It's the SAM Coupe page — Franco Frey 
test drives the Coupd's new disk drive, 

Lloyd opens a new Coupe forum and sets | 
a challenge! 

REVIEWS 
Tickle your gaming tastebuds with 

Rainbow Islands! Dr Doom! Wild Streets! 
Vikings! Zombi! Hammerftst! 4th 

Dimension! Hurrah, n'est ce pas?! 

BUDGET 
What's big, round, wobbly and got sticky 
out bits? A sackload of budget games? 

Na! It's DJ Nickoll 

B A C K P A G E 
I It's the final editorial folio of the publication | 

— hence the name! Win one of 20 brill 
Nightbreed books and feast your eyes on 

next month's treats! 

thrills 
^CRASH Towers has been 

f looded wi th your 

Suestionnaires! Sorting out oil 
le info is going to tolce yonks, 

but in the meantime here's some 
proof of what you think: CRASH 
sales are on the rise! Ye 
we'd like to welcome over 
new readers who've signed up 
to CRASH over the past few 
months! And make sure you stick 
with us, as we bring you the 
hottest in Speccy gaming both on 
the page and on cassette! Expect 
to see a whole barrage of 
exciting game thrills coming up 
on the cover, with some stunning 
full-price software exclusive to 
CRASH! And, if we can do it, 
we'll be bringing you one of the 
very first SAM Coupe gomes too! 

Wait for it. 

THRILLS ON 
TAPE 

Where to find the action • 
SIDE A 

Master Blaster 
Rockfall • 
SIDE B 
Karyssia 

Breakpoint 
Pokemania 

Check the loading instructions 
on the inlay. 

Should your tape prove to be 
faulty send it to: 
AUNTIE PAT'S TAPE CLINIC 
(75), NEWSFIELD, LUDLOW, 
SHROPSHIRE SYS 1JW. A new 
PowerTape will be sent off to you! 
Please note Auntie Pat is the 
only person who deals with 
returns — don't be tempted to 
send them to Lloyd or The Ed as 
they'll only get lost. 

MASTER BUSTER 
A BRAND NEW 
ACTION SHOOT 'EM 
UP EXCLUSIVE TO 
CRASH!! 
• Create cosmic chaos 
with Cybadyne! 

*

You won't have played 
this game before — but 
once you jump into the 

cockpit of the Master Blaster 
you'll find it difficult to get out! 
The graphics are stunning and 
the action's so hot it'll melt 
your Speccy! 

The Master Blaster is the 

most advanced and deadly 
space fighter ever created — and 
it's on a mission to hell! Berlimey! 
Trekking out into the uncharted 
backwaters of the galaxy, all 
seems to be going well until a 
strange gravitational force begins 
tugging the Master Blaster off 
course — the cockpit judders, 
you slam your head against the 
side and black out (Urgh). 
DAWN IN HELL 

Waking up, strange new scenes 
confront your eyes — the Master 
Blaster is heading into a deadly 

C R E m O E S 3 

alien canyon, both sides packed 
with vicious weaponry. The signal 
blows as alien forces realise your 
presence and send destruction 
fleets down the metalic valley 
pumping laser bolts in your 
direction! 
You can't turn back — only go on 
blasting your way through until 
you find the exit! And, if all this 
wasn't enough to give you the 
heebee jeebies, the Master 

Blaster has lost most of its vast 
power and speed. There's only 
one solution... 
Blast your way through level after 
level of hostile aliens, wiping out 
each formation with your 
weapons. Shoot canyon 
installations to reveal a power-
up pill — collect enough and you 
can select a bolt-on weapon 
from the selection panel on the 
left-hand side. Watch out — don't 

CRASH APRIL • 5 
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The object of Rockfall is to> 
collect as many jewels ass 

possible by scurrying around 
each level. When you've 
collected the right amount (th«e 
total number needed is showrn 
bottom-right of screen), an ex<it 
appears. Hurry to the exit ancti 
you're whizzed off to the nextt 
brain-blending level! 
You've got five lives to play with. 
When a game is finished, ancti 
you've entered your highscorce. 

a s SEC"! 
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shoot a power-up pill as you'll 
destroy it! The thing is — can you 
get up to full power before 
meeting the mega aliens at end 
of each levet? 

MASTER CONTROLS 
On keyboard use S/up, XAJown, 
N/left, M/right. A/Fire and I or O 
to select a weapons. Joystick 
compatible too! 

I".' M 
/ 

Who The Hel l Do 
CYBADYNE 
Th ink They Are 
Anyway? ! 

Cybadyne combines the 
dynamic programming and 

graphic talents of Mike Smith and 
Christian Urquhard Together 
they've worked on, amongst 
many games, Xecutor (The 

Edge), Inside Outing, later 
rereleased as Raffles (The 
Edge) and Gunmnner (Hewson). 
Also to their credit is the original 
Hunchback game from Ocean 
Though Mike now runs a 
software shop and Christian 
works for a computer consultant 
firm, theu've not forsaken their 
Speccy gaming completely 
Bravo lads! 

•Boulder pushing antics 
from Ian Collier!! 

• Maze games are always 
a bit of a laugh, aren't 
they? And here's one to 

tickle your ribs — bash your 
way through 28 levels of 
underground tunnels and 
collect heaps of diamonds to 
make yourself jolly rich) I 

the title screen is displayed 
showing you the highest level 
you reached. If you get past level 
zero on your next game you're 
asked which level you wish to be 
transported to — this can be any 
number between zero and the 
highest level you've reached. 
Which saves you battling through 
levels you've already played. 

BUMPY RIDE 
Throughout the 28 levels there 
are loads of things you bump 
into. Like what? Like this... 

Space • a black square: 
anything that can move can 
happily trundle through it. 
Grass • a green square: you 
can walk through this leaving a 
trail of black spaces behind. 
Rocks are often supported by 
grass, so when the grass is gone 
the rock falls — hence the title! 
Rocks • round, red and hard 
They can be supported by grass, 
and also by any other solid 
object. You can support rocks if 
they haven't fallen — but if one 
should begin hurtling towardsyou 
step outta the way pronto! Sirgle 
rocks can be pushed sideways — 
if there is a space available. 
Walls • Inner walls are a redand 
yellow brick pattern and outer 
walls (which only appear at the 
edge of a level) are blue and 
yellow. Nothing can pass throigh 
walls — though you can destoy 
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inner walls with a bomb. 
Exit • A large E in a square — 
beware of burying and blowing 
up an exit as the level can't be 
completed. 
Jewels • Yellow diamond 
objects — these fall exactly like 
rocks and can lose you a life, 
should they land on you! The exit 
appears when all the jewels are 
collected. 
Bomb • A purple bomb-shaped 
object with B on it. Bombs can be 
pushed, but explode when they 
reach the end of their fall — 
destroying the nine surrounding 
squares. 
Aliens • The three types can 
only move in black squares and 
are killed by dropping a rock on 
their heads! But hurry — if aliens 

get a whiff of you they'll give 
chase! 

ROCKY CONTROLS 
Bash the boulders using keys, 
which are redefinable, but don't 
use H as that's the pause key 
and you start the game by 
pressing P. 

IT SPEAKS!! 
R ockfall has some smashing 

sound FX if you've got a 
Currah Microspeech attached 
and PSGIO compatibility (and of 
course compatibility with the 
128K sound chip, even though it 
works in 48K mode). If you don't 
know: the PSGIO is a three-
channel sound chip with a AY-3-
8910 chip from Protek. 

KARYSSIA 
QUEEN OF DIAMONDS PART 2 

How did you enjoy the 
first part of Incentive's 
fab adventure last 

month? Good, eh?! Here's part 
II — for the full instructions 
see last issue (or order a back 
issue on the Hyper Market 
page). First of all you'll need 
the password to get into this 
part of the adventure and — if 
you haven't worked it out for 
yourself — it's XAOR. If you 
thought ORLA was the 
password you've been fooled 
— it was a red herring! 

• LAST MONTH'S 
SOLUTION 
Here's the solution to part one 
— play through it if you 
couldn't complete it yourself 
last month and see where you 
went wrongl 

W, GET SAPPHIRE. W. CLIMB 
TREE, N, N, GET GOLD. S, E, 
N, FLORASSIA HELLO, 
FLORASSIA YES, BUY 
GROWTH SPELL, S 
It is wasteful to test your 
growth spell by trying it in the 
shop. Florassia will not 
approve eitherl 

E. N, N. GET ROPE. S, S. E. 
PLANT ACORN 
Possible because of the soft 
ground mentioned 

CAST GROWTH SPELL, TIE 
ROPE TO TREE, CLIMB DOWN 
ROPE. GET AMULET. D. N. 
OPEN DOORS, N, W, W, W 
Remember the secret word 
Loranin tells you at this point 
W. STABLEBOY ENQUIRE 
This word has obviously been 
arranged between Lorainin and 
the stableboy 

N, N, N. E, PAWN SAPHIRE, W, 
N.W. S. BUY 
DOUBLESWORDS 
These improve your skill 
W, N, W. SANTOWA 
HELLO, BUY SKILL RINGLET, 
E, E. E, N.N.N.S, S. E, 
CAST GROWTH 
SPELL. CLIMB TREE. GET 
ORB.GET DIAMOND. D, W, N, 
N, GIVE ORB TO BOWMEN 
Now you are able to proceed 
North 

N, E. OSTLER HELLO 
The Ostler is demanding an 
extortionate price for the 
horse. The diamond will be 
recognised by the pawnbroker 
and you get no money for it. 
Therefore you must give it to 
the Ostler 

GIVE DIAMOND TO OSTLER, 
MOUNT HORSE 
The horse has obviously been 
trained by the Ostler to do this 
evil trick. There is no way back 
across the river. If you had 
gold pieces left, note that the 
Ostler will have stolen them all 
by this point 

W. N, EXAM FORESTER, CAST 
DARKSIGHT SPELL 
No need to worry about the 
effects of this spell wearing off 
— it lasts for hours 

S, W. W. GET RUBY 
Of course the malyt is asleep 
during the day — it's a troll! 

E. E, E.N.N, E,E. FARMER 
HELLO, GIVE RUBY, W, W N, N, 
W, N. KILL FIGHTER 
>B>You will lose unless you are 
GOOD and ENERGETIC or 
BETTER 
S. E, N, N. N, THROW KNIFE AT 
THIEF 

At last the real McCoy 
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 

SPECTRUM 48/128K 
COMMODORE 64. BBC 

AMSTRAD 464 (NOT 6128) 

£9.99 
THE MOST REALISTIC FOOTBALL 
STRATEGY GAME YOU CAN BUY 

AVAILABLE FROM ALL LEADING RETAILERS 

CrQmt Mvnci 
HtjH ttnjv 

TO O B T A I N A F R E E C A T A L O G U E OF A L L O U R 
S T R A T E G Y G A M E S J U S T E N C L O S E A L A R G E S . A . E . 

O T H E R G A M E S ST ILL A V A I L A B L E BY MAIL ORDER 

CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF 
SOCCER COACH 
THE NATIONAL 
GRAND PRIX 
SNOOKER MANAGEMEN 
COUNTY CRICKET 
CRICKET CAPTAIN 
BOXING MANAGER II 
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR II 
RECORDS FILE 

SPECTRUM *m CD SPECTRUM 128k O AMSTRAD CPC 464 A AMIGA O 
ATARI ST O IBM C3 BBC O COMMODORE 64 0 AMSTRAD CPC 612§ V 

PLAYING TIPS FOR ALL OUR GAMES E1.00 
Cheque P.O made out to D & H Games plus a large S.A.E. with 2Sp stamp 
attached. Please state clearly which game or games you require <& lor 
which computer. Also write your name & address on ihe reverse siide ol 
any cheques. Overseas orders ploase include £1.50 Postage & Psckag fng. 

DEPTCR 114 CLIFTON ROAD, 
SHEFFORD, BEDFORDSHIRE, 
SG17 5AN 
ES ® (0462) 816103 



The thief is the only murderous 
opponent you will meet 

N. N, PULL ROPE. GIVE 
EMERALD 
If you have the sapphire, the 
ferryman will reject this. The 
armourer will tell you why. 

N 
Your password to part two is 
XAOR, if you have the silver 
falcon amulet. 

And that's itl Part three next 
month — along with the solution 
to part two. But. hey!, see if you 
can crack it yourself before then! 

BREAKPOINT 
l o c i 
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• Be a snookering smar ty 
pants with Airline! 

•

Airline is the company 
which brought you the 
skill Ultimate Warrior 

game to the CRASH 
PowerTape (back issue 67), 
and now they're back with a 
vengeance with this clever 
trivia quiz based around the 
'interesting' game of snooker! 

ike the real thing, you start 
off attempting to pot a red 

ball. You're asked a red ball 
question which is a reasonably 
simple general knowledge 
puzzler and scores you — like in 
snooker — one point. 
Four possible answers pop up 

(A, B, C, and D) and you have to 
choose the correct one. Get it 
right and watch with pride as the 
red ball flies across the table into 
the pocket! Phew! Easy! But you 
don't stop there — now you get 
to choose a coloured ball — 
yellow, blue or black. 
The colour ball questions are 
worth the amount corresponding 
to the snooker ball of that colour 
— two. five or seven points 
respectively. The higher the 
scoring bait you go for, the more 
difficult the question is — and the 
less time you have to answer it. 
Oh! Didn't you know? All 
questions must be answered 
against the clock — run out of 
time and you've lost the shot. 
This prevents any would-be 
swots sneaking off to look up the 
answers in the nearest 

encyclopedia! 
Having answered a coloured ball 
question correctly it's back to a 
red ball, then another colour and 
so on. The game ends when you 
have potted all 16 red snooker 
balls — or when you've 
answered two questions 
incorrectly. 

SNOOKERED? 
Then check out the controls 
which are, keys only, A, B, C. and 
D to select answers (these are 
redefinable) and using S to start 
a game and SPACE to select a 
colour ball. 

MISSION 
FALLOUT 128 K 
OFFER 
• Mission Fallout, the 
PowerTape game from last 
issue, was on offer as a 128K 
game from its creator Mark 
Thompson. Mark had loads of 
replies, but the offer is now 
CLOSED, so don't send any 
more orders! 

TIPS ON TAPE 
Graham Mason returns in 

his Turbo disguise with 
another pulsating dose of the 
bit of the tape that helps you 
poke your way through the 
toughest games — check out 
the details for this month's 
Pokemania In DJ (Pie) Nicko's 
Tipsl 
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Save 

(Hardly a 2 bit offer) 

P T f ^ T T O M A D V 

•AcTiVisioN 

Fill-, i iimr> run i o i i i u s I J 
Enter Boots before 21st April, and you'll find £5 zapped off selected 16 bit titles. From having 

the last laugh on the Joker, to joining Indiana Jones on the Last Crusade, the choice is mega. 

Drop in, and you could save quite a bit. 

A better buy at 

AVAILABLE AT LARGER STORES ONLY 



jSSk MONTY'S BACK!! 
HAVE HIM ON 
YOUR BACK! 

WIN AN EXCLUSIVE HIP & 
HAPPENIN' LEATHER JACKET! 
WIN LOADS OF T-SHIRTS AND 

COPIES OF IMPOSSAMOLE! 

i p ^ 

I . I 

\ 
I 
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• MONTY WHO? 
• Monty Mole is a software 
superstar, is he not? 
Hero of three past games 
(including Wanted: Monty Mole — 
the game which featured on the 
first rowerTapeon issue 65) he's 
now ready to take up his fourth 
challenge in Impossamole, to be 
published at Easter by Gremlin. 
Monty's been transformed into a 
super-mole, and off he treks 
through five dangerous levels, 
leaping and bounding his way 
over platforms in glorious 
traditional Monty Mole style. 

SOD THE MOLE! WHAT DO 
I WIN? 
Oh yeah — right Win! Win! Win 
a groovy mean-mutha block 
leather jocket! Wooo And lo 
transform the jacket from standard 
to completely aerrrovy Gremlin are 
getting a swanky artist to screen-
print a well hard mole on the back. 
And it's an exclusive design to 
boot! That's the first prize — 

Gremlin are offering 15 second 
prizes too. A copy of Impossamole 
on Speccy cassette plus an 
Impossamole t-shirt, and for a 
further ten runnervup there's a 
copy of the game. The first prize 
winner not only gets the jacVet, but 
also wins a t-snirt and a copy of 
the game too! Hurrah! 

COLOURING PENS AT THE 
READT! 
To be in with a chance of winning 
one of the mega prizes on offer we 
want you to become a fashion 
designer — sort of Imagine you're 
creating the mole like illustration to 
go on the back of the jacket — 
what would you have? Get your 
ideas down on paper in glorious 
technicolour and send 'em to (Hey! 
The new address!}: 

NEWSF1ELD, I'M NO POTATO BUT 
I WANT THAT JACKET COMPO, 
CRASH, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 
1JW Entries by April 19 if you 
want to stay fashionable! 



f Genius Mouse is a high resolution two button mouse featuring optical 
counting, teflon guides, microswitches, rubber coated ball and high 
quality interface. 

V When combined with OCP Art Studio this graphics package is quite 
simply the best system available. The features are unmatched... 
Create tn lmi(e - .brink It, etpuid ^ 
It. more It. rotate It. copy It. 
colour It etc., etc. 

y Spray pattern* or shadea. make « 
Flu tic line* - stretch and 
manipulate ataapea. 

'•y Zoom la to add detail la fine mode. 

ruUdown/Icon driven menu for 
ease of uac. 
Mouse operation, plua Joystick and 
keyboard control. 
16 pens, S apraya, 16 bruahes • ao 
flexible anyone can create superb 
graphics cully 
Full cut and paate facilities plua 
excellent printer support. 

\ j Pixel edit, font editor, (lip. Invert, 
route, aotld or textured fill and 
profeaalonal manual make Art, 
Studio almply the beat graphic* 

ART STUDIO 
ONLY 

£49.99 
TOTAL PACKAGE 

INCLUDES MOUSE, 
INTERFACE, ART 

STUDIO, MOUSE MAT 
AND HOLDER 

PLUS BUILT-IN 
JOYSTICK INTERFACE 

The Genloa Mouse ayatem even 
cornea with a built-in Joystick 
Interface - ao there'* no need to 
unplug It when you want to play 
gamea. 
Accepts any standard 9 pin 
Joystick Including rapid fire 

Works on (N31 (Kempston) system. 

FREE! SL MOUSE MAT AND 
MOUSE HOLDER 

dkMHAlu (WORTH £12.99) 

W I T H E A C H P A C K A G E 

ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST 

WITH CUSTOM MOUSE IC 
\y The Genius House/Joystick lnterafcc 

feature* a custom made I.C. specifically 
designed to give the supersmooth 
operation needed for graphic* use. 

y By utilising the latest chip technology 
It haa been possible to produce a 
combined mouse and Joystick interface 
that ia half the alse of the older type 
units. 

Ho other aystem can offer thi« power at 
this Incredible price!! 

WHAT THE MAGAZINES HAD TO SAY... 

ALL ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 MRS 

HOW TO ORDER • • 
BY PHONE 

0 7 8 2 7 4 4 7 0 7 
24hr Credit 
Card Line 

BY POST 

E l 
Send cheque*/PO* made 

payable to 
"Datel Electronic*" 

FAX 
0 7 8 2 744292 

UK ORDERS POST FREE I 
EUROPE ADD fil 

OVERSEAS ADD £3 

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS CORRECT AT TIME OF PRESS 
AND SUBJECT TO CHANCE WITHOUT NOTICE 

CALLERS WELCOME Please reserve goods by telephone prior to v l . i t . 

DATEL ELECTRONICS LTD., FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE 
GOVAN ROAD. FENTON. STOKE-ON-TRENT. ENGLAND. 

SALES ONLY 
0 7 8 2 7 4 4 7 0 7 

TECHNICAL ONLY 
0 7 8 2 744324 
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SPECIAL 
VALUE 

MICRO 
MANAGERS 

ADDRESS MANAGER 
More op to MO a t B N , u ld rami 

Find juat what you want c u l l y -
mult i Indexing fu u i p r in t ing rout ine - fu l l *creen 
mMOmm. editing. 

FINANCE MANAGER 

MASTER TOOLKIT 
Add a whole nii|« of powerful DM 
command* to the existing 
Spectrum Baalc 
Re number, realtime clock, 
memory •up, trace function, 
number conversion, profr is 
compression, etc. 
A reel must for the programming 

A *uperb yet simple program that 
allow* you to keep your finance* in 

From household to amall bualne** 

STOCK MANAGER 
Ideal for the amall bualneaa • op to 
SOOUnaa. 
Produce InTOlcee, aalea total*, 
priceliita, etc. easily with thl* 
•lmple to u*e program - stock 

ALL THREE ONLY 
M J j* M M (All Microdrive 
t l compatible) 

I 

EDITOR ASSEMBLER 
If you are writing Machine Code or 
just exploring your Spectrum then 
thl* la for yon. 

Full 2SO Instruction *et supporter. 

Too many feature* to list. 
MACHINE CODE TESTER 

The ultimste professional tutor/ 
V de-bugger fThl. program waa written to help 

the beginner to explore the world 
of machine cod* programming. 

i y 84 Is In memory alongside the 
' editor aaa»inbler program. 

ALL THREE ONLY 
X M ^ Mlcrodrtn 

1 , 1 4 . 9 ? compatible) 

Quick Shot JL 
VALUE PACK 

WITH FREE SUPERSPRINT GAME!! 
The Ram Turbo has long been 
recognised as the bant joystick 
interface erer devised for the 
Spectrum. The gulckahot tl haa sold 
o n r 15 million world wldetl Pot the 
two together A you b a n got the boet 
combination posslbls * add a free 
copy of fmpersprlnt' from Activislon 
• you can't get a better dealt! 
The Ram Turbo la a dual port 
interface • up port lug all formats -
Kemps!on, Cursor t Interface II. 
Through port allow* for Other *dd-ona. 

Bull tin react switch A power protector. 

f Allows simultaneous two playsr 
option for dual game* (inc. free 

fSopera print). 

Works with any standard S pin 
( joystick including anto Are type*. 
i The Quickshot n ta a superbly 
styled joystick with trigger A top 
fire buttons for ease of use, 

v r Four suction enpa on the baae 
• facilitate one hand operation. 
ONLY £22.99 COMPLETE 
(WHILE STOCKS LAST) 
RAM TURRO INTERFACE AVAILABLE SEPARATELY ONLY £14.99 

JOYSTICK 
INTERFACE 
y Full Kemp* ton compatibility, 

y Works with most any program. 

Superbly atyled case - fits anugly 
" Into your Spectrum. 

X Accept* any 9 pin type Joystick, 
" Including rapid lire model*. 

ONLY £6.99 
SPECIAL OFFER1 
COMPLETE WITH QUICKSHOT II 

ONLY £15.99 
i 

y Full Kemp* ton compatibility, 

y Works with most any program. 

Superbly atyled case - fits anugly 
" Into your Spectrum. 

X Accept* any 9 pin type Joystick, 
" Including rapid lire model*. 

ONLY £6.99 
SPECIAL OFFER1 
COMPLETE WITH QUICKSHOT II 

ONLY £15.99 
I DUAL PORT JOYSTICK INTERFACE 

7 Full compatibility with Kemp*ton 
A cursor. 

T Two sockets to accept any 9 pin 
Joystick*. 

V Support* rapid fire model*. 

Allow* two player elmnltaneoua 
control. 

ONLY £8.99 
SPECIAL OFFER! 
COMPLETE WITH OUICKSHOT II 

ONLY £15.99 

w 
7 Full compatibility with Kemp*ton 

A cursor. 
T Two sockets to accept any 9 pin 

Joystick*. 
V Support* rapid fire model*. 

Allow* two player elmnltaneoua 
control. 

ONLY £8.99 
SPECIAL OFFER! 
COMPLETE WITH OUICKSHOT II 

ONLY £15.99 

7 Full compatibility with Kemp*ton 
A cursor. 

T Two sockets to accept any 9 pin 
Joystick*. 

V Support* rapid fire model*. 

Allow* two player elmnltaneoua 
control. 

ONLY £8.99 
SPECIAL OFFER! 
COMPLETE WITH OUICKSHOT II 

ONLY £15.99 
CABLES ETC. 

+3 CASSETTE ADAPTOR 
S Allows yon to connect a cassette 
* recorder to your +3. 

ONLY £3.49 
REPLACEMENT TV LEAD 
ONLY £3.49 
+3 PRINTER PORT LEAD 
v y Con act a Centronics printer to 
™ your *3 or +2A. 

ONLY £9.99 

ONLY £8.99 
TWO WAY EXTENSION 
W Allow* peripharala to be connected 

together {memory conflicts 
allowing). 

ONLY £10.99 

Bfi®pM • J ;_ 

fWorka with moat any fullalxe 
Centronics printer. 

fHuge range of printer driver 
options for maximum 
compatibility. 

+2 JOYSTICK ADAPTOR 
^ Allow* standard 0 pin joysticks 

(Oulckshota etc.) to be connected 
to your +2 A +3 computer*. 

ONLY £2.99 
56 WAY EXTENSION 
V Allows you to distance peripheral* 

6" long. 

THE ULTIMATE PRINTER INTERFACE WITH BUILT-IN 
WORDPROCESSOR...NO SOFTWARE TAPES TO LOAD1I 

f Software on ROM - just power up t got 
fSrwn ha* built-in Joystick Interface 

(K em pat on) 
v . Comes complete with printer cable 
• • no mot* to bay. 

PLUS A SUPERB WORD PROCESSOR... 
Mr Not only are the printer drivers In 3E Full range of wordproceaaor 
V ROM the RamPrint e « n haa a V commJda withoafthe need to 

wordproceaeor bullt-lntl Just ^ ^ . p r V i „ t 
power up fit type. 

ONLY £34*99 NO MORE TO BUY!! 
smc s 



LIGHTWRITER 

i i n » 

1 Very r u j r to u k - all func t ion* are 
selected f rom on tcreen in . t rue 

v/ Fully Mean driven. Chootr ink*, 
paper*, true. (Ul, etc. 

• • 
w Top quality Interface ft llghtpen 

unit complete with •oflwurr 
(cassette). 

X Save/Load screen Images that you 
" have created with your Light pea. 

v£ Complete with full instruction* 
» on It'* Inatallation and uae. 

difronics SYNTHESISER 

¥ 

¥ 

Highly reliable design • many 
thousands have already been sold. 

Thl» unit is attractively styled in 
computer colours to Integrate 
perfectly with your computer 
system. 

Animate several screens in the 
computer'* memory. 

™ Come* complete, ready to go. 
" Plugs neatly Into rear of Spec Spectrum. 

Speech Synthesiser 
•Oy Very easy to use. come* complete 
" with comprehensive instruction*. 
^ r Complete with 4" pod mounted 
™ speaker. 

Infinitely variable vocabulary tiling 
v allophone*. 

Create words ft sentence* easily. 

\ Can be used to create aound 
effect*. 

X Complete with software on 
» cassette. 

Through bos connector for other 
add-on*. 

ONLY £19.99 

JUST PLUG IN & DRAW CIRCLES, 
RECTANGLES, SQUARES 
& FREEHAND DRAWINGS. 

COMPLETE SYSTEM 
LIGHTPEN/INTERFACE/SOFTWARE 

ONLY £15.99 

PARALLEL/CENTRONICS 
PRINTER INTERFACE 

¥ 

¥ 
¥ 
¥ 

Now you can connect most full slse 
parallel printers to your Spectrum. 
Fully relocatable controlling 
software (cassette). 
Interface* with moat software 
using the printer channel e.g. 
Taaword. Devpac. etc. 

IXIst. LLprint supported. HLRc* 
screen dump (Epson). 
Comes complete with printer cable 
- no more to buy. 

ONLY £19.99 

¥ 

I r s a full sound sampling system 
allowing any sound to be recorded 
digitally Into computer RAM. Once 
atored the sound can be replayed 
at different pitches with many 
varying effects. 
US an echo chamber A digital 
delay line. Create some very 
Interesting effects. 
It's a two voice music/aound aynth. 

The Music Machine can also be 
used as a drum mschlne - eight 
drum sounds are already provided 
for yon, but you can eaally produce 
more of your own. 

¥ 
¥ 

¥ 

The extremely powerful software 
allows you to compose tunes from 
Individual bars of music. You can 
edit your creation on screen & 
Save/Load sounds, instruments * 
rhythms. 
Fully MIDI compatible. The Ram 
Music Machine support* full MIDI 
la, MIDI Out ft KID! Thru. 

Output through your HI-FI or 
Headphones. Comes complete 
arith Microphone. 

Use a full slse MIDI keyboard to 
play the Music Machine. 

THE RAM MUSIC MACHINE IS 
PROBABLY THE MOST EXCITING 

MUSIC ADD-ON AVAILABLE 
FOR ANY COMPUTER. 

¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 

Sounds produced by the Music 
Machine can be mixed with a MIDI 
Synthesiser's own sounds. 
Oa screen Sound Editor can 
produce MIDI data from your own 
compositions. 
Various sampled sounds are 
provided la order to get you going-

No other product can offer so 
much Id one unit • It's the 
TOTAL SOLUTION!! 

ONLY 
£49.99 

FOR THE BEST MUSIC | 
ADD-ON AVAILABLE 
FOR THE SPECTRUM 

StNC 5 



JCTMM HAS B££N KJt*iA*€D  1  
•me. 8&m&> wsv mm 7p 
WW THE a*eATj70>ve BOP MC I 
3ON.. 

Dear Lloyd 
I am writing this letter on 
behalf of my son Ryan who is 
eight years old, hoping he 
will win the £40 just to give 
me a break 

We bought him a +2 last 
year for Christmas and for 12 
months we've hardly seen 
him as he's always in his 
bedroom playing it. At the 
moment he's just playing 
games but I hope he will 
keep it up to the 
programming stage {why 
wasn't there any when I was 
at school?). Is Ceri Williams a 
genius or what! I saw your 
last tape and couldn't believe 
a 14-year old could do that, 
keep it up. son. 

I believe it's the best 
investment we made, at least 
a computer keeps them off 
the streets causing trouble or 
just being plain nuisances; 
not only is it an educational 
asset but we've noticed a 
welcome change in his 
attitude and manner. 

I've even had to cancel my 
Angling Papers so we can 
order him CRASH. I normally 
watch sport on TV on 
Saturdays but now get 
banished to his bedroom so 
he can bring his computer 
downstairs to use on the 
colour TV, while I watch the 
black and white. At the 
moment he's trying to save 
up to buy a multiface or a 
mouse (there's no more pets 
coming in this house, said 
his mam!) so his sister can 
use it as well, for drawing 
purposes. 

Anyway thank you for 
keeping my son entertained 
and out of trouble. Can you 
recommend any books which 
tell you what add-ons you 
can get for the +2 and what 
they do, ie interface, 
multiface etc. 
Ian HamiU, Doncaster. 

Silence is golden isn't it? 
Anyway — it's nice to see a 
letter from a parent who 

MAN 

M£ WOULD mvE KXX6N 
Vtt* CCM*» &T JOM6 AUW-1 
HCAP STCC6 

MWf' OOG UOOW H/K GOT THE £Y£ 
AND 7H£ALl-SC£JN& CYS. OT OtTruP O? HGWiU. 
HA\£ frVfr&V HE'58££A) AT 7f£ Sf£i4P 6'n0<3t£S... 

WMCXO He$*U,$ErTV fHLS DC U#/V£/?S£ *w> 
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doesn't reckon that games-
playing is freaking their 
child out — as the TV 
programme QED implied a 
while back. There are no 
books that I know of listing 
add-ons, but why not write 
to Romantic Robot, Datel or 
MGT for information — all 
have a huge stock of useful 
utilities. And have £40 of 
software — it's worth it for 
the peace! 
LM 

F a n c y F ree 

Dear Lloyd 
Here are four reasons why 
my letter should be printed 
1.1 read your mag 
2. I've got a plus 2 Speccy 
3.1 fancy Clare Fielding 
4. Cos I say so. 
Philip Baxter, Kendal LA9 
6HE 

And just what does Claxe 
Fielding think about all 
this, then? 
LM 

Hip And Kool 

YoLadz! 
Wow! You dudes really make 
a radical mag! When I saw 
new look CRASH, like, I 
flipped out. dude, get my 
drift? 

Four hot games every 
month, wow, freak out city, 
party time, get my joystick 
man!! And you also gave us 
11 games throughout 
December and January 
games city Dude!!! 

Well done ladz, like, you're 
fandabidozy, dude, so LM 
Keep up tne good worn, ana 
like don't freak it out man!!! 
and also, keep trendy, Nicko, 
your one coooooool dude, if 
you get my drift, (well, so am 
I) 
Yours dudeingly 
Loughlin McSweeney, 
Dublin, Ireland. 

The teacher shortage is 
showing — isn't it. readers? 
But you're right I am kool! 
LM 

M u s i c M a e s t r o 

Dear Lloyd, 
What I want to do is use my 
Spectrum to drive a printer 
which will make a hard copy 
of what I play in standard 
musical rotation. The piano 
can be linked to the 
Spectrum by a series of touch 
sensitive pads mounted 
under the keys and plugged 
into the two keyboard 
sockets inside the Spectrum 
in place of the keyboard 
itself. 

The aim is to monitor my 
playing by producing records 
over a period of time, 
hopefully showing an 
improvement! 

The tasks of the program 
seem to me to be fairly 
simple: 
1. To register which key or 
keys are pressed (ideally up 
to 8 or 9 simultaneously but I 
suppose I ould make do with 
up to 5); 
2. To measure the length of 
time each key is pressed for; 
and 
3. To make a hard copy of the 
notes played. 

The program doesn't have 
to work over all 88 keys; I 
could make do with 61 keys, 
from c two octaves below 
middle c to c three octaves 
above middle c. 
Justin A Dix, London SW11 
5NT. 

Right — anyone help this 
chap? We've cut the letter 
down to the bare essentials 
— it fills three pages in 
total! But should any 
CRASH readers know of a 
program that could achieve 
what Justin wants — or 
should they want to offer to 
program the utility — then 
let us know: we'll pass the 
information on. 
LM 

Colour Dump 

Dear Lloyd 
Please could you print this so 
someone can help me. I have 
bought a Star LL-10 colour 
printer for my Speccy+48K, 
but I do not have a colour 
screen dump program. If 

B 

<V 

A/ 

- r f i v e V r i v e  

sgigSSSu 

" Ttir)?. 'Drive INTERFACE 

s w 
• rcadvw .90 

•gSraE**"" 
r i S S S f e s r 

iktmi 
ftllUH 

OWtonnnirt 
Nurcfc, 'MWuit 

REPlACE THE SLOW AND LOAD ERROR PRONE CASSETTE 
WITH THE UtVEDfcVE 
* BUILT IN POWER SUPPLY * INEXPENSIVE MEDIA 
* GIVES FASTER SAVE AND LOAD FACIUTIES WITH VER1FV *RESPONDS TO 
ALL SPECTRUM COMMANDS LIKE FORMAT MERGE CAT AND OTHERS 
y£S its REALLY TRUE at long last ttw vweoviuit is » ie to offer YOU a Due 
Drive and interface at a renurtaoie LOW PRICE units can t» purtnased 
separately 

l ^ g ; > 

e-Kmurinr 

S & b s k b s b t 
S H f f i & s s " " ffiiSShS"" • 

mmtmniMi iMM, 

l • a t 
SINGLE 

ve 
v e . 

U S W O R D ' l 

ON TAPE OR DISC £14.95 

\ < * 

L I M I T E D 
Old Kingsmoor School Railway Street, 

ovtfttt^ Hadfieict Cheshire SK14 8AA 
tN0U»«,tS Tel 0457 866555/867761/869499 

MOST Fax No 0457 868M6 
WELCOME wo *cc«i l w t a w t 

YOU CAN ALSO PURCHASE/ 
THE ITEMS SEPARATELY —l— 

CCive (Drive 
ONLY £ 

Requires Interface to run unit 
69 .95 

(MCkUCW 
VAT * K l PIP 

INTERFACE 
ONLY £ 

includes me KEYMASTOR 
tape to disc tuck uo Facility 

Nciuonc 
f « t J T f l O t P 

•Sbssbh" 

Sli-T I 

c COPYRIGHT VIDEOVAULT 091091 
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-V LIVE 
M a R C U V T 

anyone knows where I can 
get one, or can help me with 
this problem I will be very 
grateful!! 
Anthony Daniels, 83 
Riverview. Melton, 
Woodbridge, Suffolk IP12 
1QU. Tel: Woodbridge 7044. 

P r e p o s t e r o u s 

Dear Lloyd 
I am writing in response to 
the advertisement that 
states 'Piracy is a theft' 
which has been recently 
displayed in your magazine. 
I'm sure software houses 
could cut down the vast 
amount of piracy if they 
reduced the preposterous 
prices of their games as they 
are only recordings which 
cost a few pence to produce. 
Also prices of games are 
increasing rapidly, for 
example the price of yer 
average game a year ago 

was £7.95, now its £9.99; 
even the prices of budget 
games have gone up; and 
according to my calculations 
if this continues, by the year 
1995 (if the Speccy market 
holds out that long) the 
average price of a game will 
be approx £23 (the present 
price of a 16-bit game) So I 
ask you who's being ripped 
off: them (due to piracy) or 
us; being ridiculously over-
charged. 
Karim Portess, London NW6 
1XT. 

PS. I know software 
companies have to pay vast 
amounts for copyrights, and 
programmers need profits, 
but this does not account for 
us being charged so much 
for a mere recording. 

For goodness sake! You're 
not just getting a recording 
when you buy software — 
you're getting at least six-
months of a programmer's 
— and more often these 
days a whole programming 
team's — work, plus a few 
months of the publishers' 
planning, artists' 
illustrations — the list goes 

on... You wouldn't go out for 
a meal and expect to pay 
just for the cost of the food 
would you?! If more people 
bought software instead of 
pirating it.prices would 
come down because 
software houses would 
have more buyers to spread 
the cost over. 
LM 

F A N Z I N E FRENZY 

Ed). Apart from Speccy and 
SAM stuff ZAT covers 
comics. CB radio, and . 
promises sections on video 
and science fiction soon! Iit's 
currently running a superbly 
illustrated SF strip called 
Sentinel. You get 32 pages 
for 60p (and lOp of that goes 
to charity) — check it out by 
writing to ZAT, PO Box 488, 
Madley, Telford, Shropshire 
TF7 4SU. 

There's a new fanzine on the 
loose, folks! It's called 
Advanced ZAT 
Programming (Z-A-T! Geddit 
Z-80?! Never mind...) and 
isn't at all boring as the title 
may imply. It's very well 
produced and entertaining 
and. while covering the 
gaming side of the Speccy, 

hopes to spice up any Z-80 
enthusiast's life with a 
technical section. It's 
produced just up the road 
from CRASH in Telford, 
Shropshire and is run by a 
team of three — that's David 
Ledbury the Ed, Darren 
Blackburn (Art Ed) and 
Malcolm Seeby (Assistant 

j j t e f t e ^ 

riMi'lforr, 

MULTIPRINT 
The ultimate Spectrum Printer Interface. 
Menu-driven, joy to use, programmable!, 
8KRom/8KHam, 1.2 m Centronics cable, 
Freeze Button. Mutti-Tocxtot Unique & best! 

Multitace isa MUST (or tvery Spectrum owner, tt can freeze a program anytime and fr^K^tiP 
It transfers between tape/disk/cartridge/water It also lets you Peek'POKE. study/modify ALL! 
Multrface does all at a touch of a button, is fully automatic, menu driven, a |oy to u^e. MAGIC! 
MF3 n (of Spectrum • 3 or • 2A and comes with or without a through pon Mf 1 & MP are lor Specl rum 40/128/ . 2, 
MF t a through port, |oyst<ck interface, works in 48K mode and saves to tape, Microdrive, Discovery and Wa)ad rive 
MF has a through port, works in 4&K AND 128K mode and saves to tape. Microdrive, Disciple, Plus D and Discovery. 

VIDEOFACE With a through port 
For any Spectrum. 

Turns pictures f r om video camera/recorder 
into Spec t rum hi-res screens They can be 
f ro2en ,saved ,pw7fed, altered, animated 
Menu-driven, fast, great fun, extra effects. 

For Spectrum 48/128/ + 2 
W«h or without through port 

and LIFEGUARD 
GENIE and LIFEGUAHD are very special 
programs for Muttiface or Multipnnt users 
By residing inside Multrface or Multiprint 

GENIE can disassemble ANY program 
ANY time at a touch of a button! 

LIFEGUARD can on the other hand find 
INFINITE LIVES, ammo, etc GREAT! 

• Y o u MUST NOT u u any of th* above products to copy, reproduce or Infringe in any way any copyngh t material without the clear permission of t h e • All pncas are already di&counleo and 
| copyright owner. We do nerther condone nor authorise the use o( our products lor the reproduction at copyright malarial - to do so * ILLEGAL' l a p ply to Mail Orders to 14 .5 1 990 only I 

£10 MULTIFACE, MULTIPRINT & VIDEOFACE! 
I enc lose a Cheque/Posta l Order /Cash Plus P & P for £ 

or debi t m y Access/Visa N o 

Name Card Exp. 

Address 

54 Deanscroft Ave, London NW98EN 3 S 24 hrs 

P&P UK & Europe £ 1.00 i P&P OVERSEAS £ 2.00 
MULTIFACE One £29.95 [ GENIE 1/128 (NOT 3) £6.95 1 
MULTIFACE 128 £34.95 f VIDECFACE Digitizer £29 95 
MULTIFACE 3 £34.95 M3 with through port £39 95 
MULTIPRINT £29.95 Multiprint + through port £34.95 
LIFEGUARD £ 6.95 Spectrum+ 3 Disks £ 2.95 
MUSIC Typewriter £ 5 95 [ spectrum+ 3 Tape Lead £ 2.95 

I 

T h e r e ' s A n O ld Mi l l . 

And it's by a stream and 
CRASH (and the rest of 
Newsfield) are moving to it. 
We'll, touch wood, be fully 
installed in the new offices 
by the time you read this 
(as long as we can catch all 
the Olihugs in time), so the 
old PO Box 10 and 20 
address no longer applies. 
Anything you want to get to 
us now should be addressed 
to: NEWSFIELD. CRASH, 
LUDLOW. SHROPSHIRE SY8 
1JW. With the relevant 
department written 
between CRASH and 
Newsfield. Okay? Good. 

I j 
I 

01-2008870 
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OFTWAKE CITY 
Unit 4, B.D.C, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN Tel: 0902 25304 
• f U Call us on: 24 Hour Credit Card Hotline 0902 25304 J 

SPECTRUM GAMES 
3 PLACER SUPER LEAGUE 2M 
• SOCCERS* 2W 
tic 2» 
®G»WCP«wi ; » no 2« 
1«3 299 
AtADEtH IM 
JCEton; 2M 
ADvAMCEO SOCCER 5W 2M 
airhole ic»2 -n 
ALIEN SYWWCME 2 » 
WCADE FUCHI SM 2W 
ARCADE FRUIT MAOWE : » archon COLLECTION 
ARMY MOVES m 

TO SKOCt 199 
WWiMi OR BARBARIAN ) 299 
BAROSTALE 299 
flJJWr Mi&jViAN S 90 »NG 299 
BASEBALL ; » 
BATMAN 2» 
mftushk m 
CMKSIU10A2 2M 
80MBAACX10R2 
BCU.DERDASH I Af©2 2 » 
THE BOUNTY KJNTER 2 » 
BOXING UHWGEfi J » 
BRITISH StPER LEAGUE 2 » 
9UGGYB0Y 294 
CHUCNt EOG 10A2 399 
CLASS* PUNTER 299 
Ct/SSlCTRWeR 2M 
COMBAT irx* r » 
COMBAT SCHOOL 299 
coywwco 
CONTACT SAM CRUSE 2W 
CRAZYCARS 2M 
cwxn CAPIAN 
CRICKET CfUCT t » 
cflicxn m i « 
CRITICAL MASS I 99 
CRYSTAL CASTIES 
Ĉ FCOTBAU 2M 
CYBERNO® '• OR 2 ."» 
C*i-El THOMPSONS DECATHLON i 99 
0ANMRE10R2 299 
CtEP STR« 1 99 
OZZY 299 
D42YDCE 1 99 
THE DOUBLE 299 
EAGLES *S1 ' W 
ENOyRORACE" 299 
EUROPEAN 2 FOOTBALL 2 « 
EXPIOOMG *AU 2M 
FANTASYWORID UOr 299 
tACl» _ . t » 
F.GHTNGIWWCS 2» 
ti®t2.. 299 
F«$T PAST THE POST 2 99 
FOOTBALLER 2M 
FOOTBALL MANAGER IM 
FOOTBALLEROf IHE YEAR 2» 
FORMLUCNEG«ANOP«» 
fRAJ*ENSTEJ< JMt 299 
FRtfTMACHIW 5IU10«2 299 
FULL iMRCTUf 1 99 
GAME over :n 
GARY l*£«E RS SUPE KSTAP 

SOCCER 2 99 
GALNTLET i Oft 2 2M 
OftAHAM GOOCM >99 
GHOSTS AND GOBL9B 299 
GH0ST9jSTf K, 1 » 
GRAND NATlWiAl 10 caanopiwswior: 2« 
GREAT E5CAPE 299 
GREEN BERET 299 
GREG LOSES CLOCK 2 99 
ORCWON2 299 
HAAOBAU 294 
MEAVr 0M-* MAGK* 199 
HYPERSPCR1S 2M 
NOOOS SCCCER 1 99 
MERNAfcONAL FOOTRAU 2 99 
NT? RfiLT.CrtAL MANAGER 299 
ACKlHENWEH 
JETSETWUY '99 
JOCKYWLSCMS0ARTS 299 
J0E9U«I0R2 199 
tWSTART 2 I 99 
KMSHTUARE 199 
HCNAWPWGPONG 2» 
•CNAW TEWJS ! W 
KJVMXIT 1» uwukwsii xm 
lASVTGASCASMO 2 99 
tEAOEftSCMO 299 
LEAGUE C1ULENGE 1 99 
UTTU fVF 299 
UVrtCMNER 299 
WATERS Cf 1ME 

JWvERSE 2 W 
UG ?> 294 
UOONCRtSTA .199 
UONTECAAO CASINO 299 
UOhTr ON 1>< fit* J » 
MOTO CROSS 5IU 299 
WuaW(SEllG«ANO«ll 299 
XOHTHSTMt 298 
OUEWJOlSHS 299 
CWCUI 299 
0NT1CKHCM 2» 
OPERATlOHGUNSHP J » 
PAPERBC' 2 99 
PETER BEARDWi* J 99 
PWU SM 299 
PCMERfVAV <99 
POSTHWWT 19» 
POSTMW PAT 2 2 99 

PWEDATOB 
PftEM£R2FOOTWU 
pwctawisr 
PftOGaF IOR2 prosmkker 
F-jbtwvw 
RAUVCB05SSW 
WHO 
"WWAGE 
RENEGADE m 
RCUERCWSTCT 
ROUMj THLKJtR 
RixevBOSs 
RUGSrSiM 
RYGAR 
SABOTKfilO«2 
scooetooo 
SHORT CBOIT 
SCCAMS 
StGSM f 
SKCCLMZE 
SOCC£fi7 
SOCCER &3SS 
SOCCER O 
SOCCER ST« 
SOU*RC»LiGMT 
saoMCKs*rr 
SWCE HARfliER 

ifOOXtD 
SCTHUMTER 
SPIrvSPY 
STREET FKjMTER 
sm«R 
SUWMER GAMES 
SUPER CvaE 
i'JPER WJOGE 2000 
SUPERSTAR SOCCER 
SLfERTNWSM 
SYSTEM ( 
TETR/S 
T»*ATR£E«3« 
Irt-WERCATS 
tOMCAT 
TOPGIA 
TRAPDOOR 
THE TRAN 
TREAStFSf .SUU) DtiTr 
nnwoEsiwoT 
tuwfcwi 
iwNnraovs 
u 5 6ASK£T MASTER 
WEWifV GREYHOtMK 
(VHEEK 
rtHOOAftES WNS2 
imTERGMCS 
AtiBAll 
ttOUC CWSSIEAOERSQARD 
ACftlD GAMES 
ACfllO SOCCER 
WC«LD SOCCER IEAGUE 
tECt/TER 
fl(ARin«GFtJ 
«W»EAR Z1KX 

BLACa LAMP 
BLAST! ROCtS 
COOWE-. 
CROSSWF 
DfCACTNMORS 
THE OEEP 
EARTHLK>il 
EMGMA FORCE 
£*4.<GHTEMUENT ;C*UtO 2) 
EKPlOOWGfST. FAT WO«M Blows A SPAWV 
FIRE ANOKKWET FRÂ enstebs 
GUADAlCANAi 
HEARTIAJC 
HtU'lRE ATTACK 
HtPWAU 
lOf 1l*MAS( 
VAR WARRIOR 
HTEhSrnr 
ML BREAK 
IMGHTOBC 

iLEttl 9AIMWTUREI 
UVlNGDArLKWTS 
lOAOSCf HONOlT 

UART1ANOIDS 
WNIWTT 
WMCMER (T NREOtSl UK GMY WrSTETfONTKKlE 
METMERWOftO 
NlkJAmWSTER 
a.'ERtVCEB PASSING SHOT QUESTION C# SPORT 
HOaERSOEN ROWfltASTERS WCPWSHOWW COMPILATION SALAMANDER 
SWAGt SHKN.EO SrOOTOUT S0PH6T1W SlPERSPRWT 
KUUN 
T£«>£ST 
THMWTOS 
TrGfRROAD TUE ANOUAOCK TIME SCAWER TOTKARRE 
AUAROMAR2 

FULL PRICE 

•99 
299 
299 
IM 
199 
1K 
2 9» 
2 ' J 
ii9 
1» 
29» 
ID 
2 99 
299 
t « 
2» 
T 99 
tH 
'99 
l « 
29» 
1*9 
29* 
IM 
l » 
199 

COMPILATIONS 

NEW NEW NEW 
IPACHE GOtO i « 
DOWMTORI *) OSC ONLVJ ) « 
DTWMCtWO 299 
liHALMISSiCH 199 
T̂ GAKSSUUMeREOTiON 2 99 
G0L09H«RAX)BR0«f <99 
m1>A£ALi (99 
ULRYSS1A 199 
LEOSTOHM 299 
WOJNTANS Of KIT 199 
PACLANO 399 
'HE REALM I ?> 
SEMT»ELiOOtSCOM.n 399 
SPtOERWN v» 
SPY TREK ADVENTURE V99 
T(>»U Of VHAh 1 99 
!rtJNt*R9HM 299 
'.tNOCATORS 299 

SOFTWARE CITY 
SPECIALS 

2 » 199 299 199 1» 099 2M 199 
III •» 
2M 
149 149 
t94 199 194 IN 1» 19> IM 29* 
149 199 194 II I * 

CASS CISC atter t>* war < 99 ANQBff BATTLES 9M • * * 
APB tM >M AusTERtrrz SM tIM BATMAN THE MOVIE 694 9M BEACH «*UY ew 144 BEVERtEV HRXS COP s« 4M BLACK 1!G£R eM 9M BLOOOWYCH IN 9M BOMKR 4M 11M BRIAN CLOUGHS FOOTBALL IM IM CABAL 9 09 CARRIER tOMMAM)|12H) 1199 champcnshipgolf IM MA 
CHASE MO IM »M CONTnENTAL CIRCUS IM 9M CRAZY CARS 2 6M NA 
CROfT MASTER IX NA 
OBERBALL IM IM DCKM.E dragon: 6» 9M T»£ DUEL «n IM DYNAMITE DUX ( « »4) EUVN HUGHES 199 9M FiEWSHFREDCrr tM 9M fighting SocaR BM 999 footballer of ri< year i S99 9M FOOtWaDRECtOR IM NA foot»»UO«ectc«2IIJIIO TIM 13M footbau. manager 299 tM FCOTBAU IUNAGER 2 • ElfWSOh IM 9M FORGOTTEN WOFUDS IM SM GHCXA.S AND GHOSTS IM »M GHOSTBUSTESS t» Gi nh-iF IM ?M HARC DR'.A IM tM heavy METAL IM 9« WAMA JCMS LAST CRUSADE ISO NA 
IVANHOE 6M IM KD#rr WtCLiS" ISO IM 
KCKOfF CM IM HWXT FORCE 650 IM la/er squad 4 M htlA 
WCRCPROSE SOCCER IM 9M MYTH IM SiA MOCMMi,K£R BM 9M NEW ZEALAND STORY ISO 9M 
NIHLA ItARftOR ( M IM OPERATVON TĤtCERBOLT IM 9M OPERATION rtCLF 9M ŜTHlNOERBOLT IM 9M PAUL. GASGCMNC SUPER SOCCER IM NA 
PTFtMAMA IM 9M PWlRDRiFT IM 999 PROFESSIONAL SOCCER IM NA 
PROJECT STEALTH FWflER IM 9M RAJNBCNY ISLAND IM 9» RIO DANGEROUS IM 9M ROBOCOP CM 9M ROCK star SM IM RUN T*C GAUNTLET t« 9M SA.NT A*C GREAWE lit NA 
SCRAMLED SPIRITS IM 9M 
s w n IM IM SKAt 0«« IM 9M SPACE HARRIER J IM 9M STARGICC R 2 9M I3M SIM MRS TRldbY IM UM SITO CM NA 
STlNT CAR 6K 9W SLPER MW0ER BOy IM NA 
TUESOf LORE IM 9M tin tin IM 9M TOLKfN TRILOGY IM NiA TOOBIN IM 9M 1RACKSU1T 199 MA TREBLE >W«>yXS IM NA 
TURBO ,UJRUN IM 9 M TUSKER IM 9M r< UNTOUCHABLES IM 9M VULCAN IM NA AAftNtaCCLE EARTH i » 9M 
ACRID BOXNG ULWGER IM NA', 

THE BIZ R TYPE OPERATION «af. DOUBLE DRAGON B»TM»W T< CAPED CRUSADER CMtl» 

FIST S AND THROTTLES BUGGY BOY DRAGCNS LAfl KAA WARRIORS THUMDERCATS EMDUBO racer cass«*9 

THE STORY SO FAR 
VOL 2 

CNtRUWXR MOPPHGUW SPACEHWMtER BfrCKJT* CEMLACE LIVE AM) l£T DC CASS I * 

GAME SET & MATCH 2 MATCHOAV 2 S'JPERM'M. HMNTER OlVfcPlAO H>CK F«.DC CHAMPWSHPSPRM TRACK AfC FIELD STEVE DA/S WOOHER ŜPERH«GON 
CASSIM 

KONAMIARCADE 
COLLECTION 

JM. BREAK GREEN 9ERET YCARIUihGFUl 
12 PMGPGNC MKie >C*Al XlPERSPORTS MEWSlS S>«k04MS ROAD CASS (99 DSC 11M 

SOCCER SQUAD FOOTBAUER Of TK YEAR GAR* lmkers superstar soccer gary LXKERS SUPtRSH.US AND ROY Of TW ROVERS CASS 6 99 

TAtTO COIN OPS 
RASTM FtVNGSrtARK ARKAMOlO ' M02 

SLAPfiOff BLKOlE BOBBLE 
RENEGADE LEGEND Of HAGI 

CASSIM 

WINNERS rCWMAXiNESTfMPlEOf COOM BOSTERCOS LID STORM TNUNCt=£i.«E VP MISSION 2 CASS 4 49 DISK 1399 

100% DYNAMITE AFTERBURNER LAST MNJA 2 rtEC LEMArtS DOUBLE DRAGON CASS999 

MEGA MIX CPERATON WXF BARBARIAN 2 ORAOCWNPUA REAL GHOSTBUSTERS IM 

THE STORY SO FAR 
VOL 4 

GHOSTBUSTERS ALIENS 
WONDERBCV E'OOLCfi SACK TO TK 

FUTURE. QUARTET CASS I W 

IN CROWD «ARNtN GRY2CR &AR3*RHW CW CARS PREDATOR COSAT SCNOCH. PLAIOON TARGET RENEGADE CASSIM 

SUPREME CHALLENGE 
SOCCER SPECTACULAR 

PETER BEAflESLEYS f/T FO0TWL1 
SOCCfRSsJPREW FOOTB«i»WGfR 
lYUU)CHM#lCre PETBt 9B.KMS 

CASSIMD6CHM 

WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS 
ŜCERSPRINl RE'tfGAK PAfcpl m< MIBAR̂ n cassim 

SPECIAL ACTION 
ORHER CAPTAwaOOC !><v»tf>CATOR CW.ET Thompsons annc chailp«GE SO CASSIM 

COIN OP HITS 
OUTRUN ROAD BLASTERS SPr 

IMNTER T>nM)ERBtADE EJC'IC C"WMAX» 
CASSIM WSC 11M 

GIANTS ROLUWGTHJUMR GA1ATIET2 rx OUTRUN CAt*CRiM GAMES CASS 3 » BSC 1199 

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION 
All orders sent FIRST CLASS subject to availability. Just fllHn the 
coupon and send It to:-SofM*ar* City, Unit 4. BDC IITemple Street 

Wolverhampton. WV2 4AN 

ORDER FORM (Btock Capitals) 
Name 
Address. 

Postcode Tel No. 
.Name of game Computer Value 

Postage 
TOTAL 

POSTAGE RATES: Orders under £5.00 add 50p post and packing 
EECcountnes add £T per item, non EEC countries add £2 per item 
PAYING BY CHEQUE • Cheques payable to Software City 
Card Type Expiry Date • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Signature 
Date 
r p i c u A P P I I EUROPEAN ORDERS MASTER 

R\R R\IL_ CARD EUROCARD ACCEPTED 



COMPUTER STORES 
LONDON PETERBOROUGH CHESHUNT 

01 8 8 2 4 9 4 2 0 7 3 3 4 9 6 9 6 0 9 9 2 2 5 3 2 3 

FULL RANGE OF AMGIA, ST, SEGA, 64, SPECTRUM, AMSTRAD, PC, PCW,2600, XL/XE, BBC 

2.99 EACH 
S.O.I 

COLOUR OF MAGtC 
MONEY MANAGER 

ZYNAPS 
ROY OF THE ROVERS 

RAMPARTS 
IMPLOSION 

SLAIN 
CYBERNOID II 

URIDIUM/FIRELORD 
STAR RAIDERS It 
WINTER GAMES 

ACE OF ACES 
EXOLON 

SIDE ARMS 
VIRUS 

ESPIONAGE 
CYBERNOIO 

PETER BEAROSLEYS 
BLACK LAMP 
TIGER ROAD 
CROSS WIZE 
ARKANOtD 

FOX FIGHTS BACK 
GOTHIC 

NEBULUS 
PSYCO PIGS UXB 

MARAUDER 
ATF 

ACE 2088 
TETRIS 

SURVIVOR 
GAUNTLET* DEEPER DUNGEONS 

HOPPING MAD 
KNIGHTMARE 

AFTERBURNER 
ECHELON 

PEGASUS BRIDGE 
MARIO BROTHERS 

DONKEY KONG 
FERNANDEZ MUST DIE. 

+3 DISCS 
RUNNING MAN 6.99 
ESPIONAGE 6.99 
PASSING SHOT TENNIS 6.99 
BUTCHER HILL 6.99 
FERNANDEZ MUST DIE 6.99 
INTENSITY 6.99 
FOUR GREAT GAMES 6,99 

EQUINOX, COP OUT, KU KU. IAN BOTHAMS 
SIX GREAT GAMES 6.99 

COLIN THE CLEANER,IAN 
BOTHAMS, AUTOMANIA, 

PYJAMARAMA.BIG BAD JOHN.MUTATIONS. 
MERCENARY 6.99 
SENTINAL 6.99 
FOOTBALL MANAGER II 8.95 

COMPILATIONS 
GAMES PACK 1 10 GAMES FOR 5.99 
LEADERBOARD, FIGHTER PILOT. RANA RAMA, 
FIRELORD. ROCCO. 
SURVIVOR, IMPOSSASALL, DRAGONTORC, 
CITY SLICKER. 10TH FRAME 

PACK 2- SEVEN GREAT FIGHTING GAMES FOR 
6.99 
WAY OF THE TIGER. UCHI MATA. SAMURAI 
TRILOGY. AVENGER. 
KUNG FU MASTER. BRUCE LEE. WAY ClP THE 
EXPLODING FIST. 

PACK 3- 10 MEGA GAMES FOR 6.99 
CYBERNOID. MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE, 
HERCULES SLAYER. TRIAXOS, 
BLOOD VALLEY NORTH STAR. DEFLEKTOR. 
MASK TWO. BLOOD BROTHERS. 
TOUR DE FORCE 

PACK 4-15 US GOLO CLASSICS FOR 6.95 
LEADERBOARD. EXPRESS RAIDER. 
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION. SUPER CYCLE, 
GAUNTLET, BEACH HEAD II. INFILTRATOR. 
KUNG FU MASTERS. SPYHUNTER.ROAD 
RUNNER. BRUCE LEE. GOONIES, WORLD 
GAMES. RAID, 
BEACH HEAD 

PACK 5-10 CLASSIC GAMES FOR 6.99 
ENLIGHTENMENT- DRUID II, TRAZ. DARK 
SCEPTRE. MYSTERY OF THE NILE. 
NINJA HAMPSTER, CATCH 23. FRIGHTMARE. 
MAGNETRON, MEGA-APOCALYPSE, 
TARZAN 

PACK 6- 6 OF THE BEST FOR 3.99 
SIDE ARMS. SHACKLED. MISSION ELEVATOR, 
DESOLATOR. THUNDERCEPTOR, 
FAST-N-FURIOUS. 

PACK 7- 5 SOCCER GAMES FOR 6.95 
FOOTBALL MANAGER. PETER BEARDSLEY. 
WORLD SOCCA, PETER SHILTONS. 
SOCCA SUPREMO 

PACK 8- 8 FAMILY CLASSICS FOR 6.99 
BRIDGE. DOMINOES. CHESS. BACKGAMMON. 
CARD GAMES. WORDSEARCH. POOL. 
PINBALL 

PACK 9- 4 PRESTIGE GAMES FOR 2.99 
RESCUE ON FRACTALUS, BALL BLAZER. 
KORONIS RIFT, THE EIDOLON. 

PACK 10- 3 RACING GAMES FOR 3.99 
SUPER HANG ON. CHAMPIONSHIP SPRINT. 
SUPER SPRINT. 

PACK 11. 4 FOOTBALL GAMES FOR 5.99 
11 A SIDE SOCCER. INOOOR SOCCA, STREET 
SOCCA. SOCCA SKILLS 

PACK 12- 10 GAMES FOR 4.99 
MERCENARY, HARD BALL. 10TH FRAME. 
CHOLO. LEVIATHON, XENO, TRANTOR. 
BOBSLEIGH, ARMAGEDON MAN. SHACKLED 

PACK 13- 10 GREMLIN CLASSICS FOR 6.99 
JACK THE NIPPER II. THING BOUNCES BACK, 
BASIL THE MOUSE DE TECTIVE .AUF 
WEIDERSEIN MONTY. SAMURAI TRILOGY. THE 
DUCT, CONVOYRAIDER, MASK. DEATH WISH 3. 
FINAL MATRIX, 

PACK 14- 6 FLYING GAMES FOR 6.99 
SPITFIRE 40. STRIKE FORCE HARRIER. 
TOMMAHAWK, ADVANCED TACTICAL, 
FIGHTER, ACE. AIRTRAFFIC CONTROL 

PACK 15- 7 SPACE GAMES FOR 4.99 
VENOM STRIKES BACK, XEVIOUS. 
CYBERNOID, NORTHSTAR, ZYNAPS. 
TRANTOR.EXOLON 

PACK 16- 5 KONAM1 GAMES - 3.99 
GREEN BERET, YIE ARGH KUNG FU, PING 
PONG. HYPER SPORTS.MIKIE 

PACK 17-7 SCREEN HEROS - 3.99 
RAMBO. FRANKIE. MIAMI VICE. HIGHLANDER. 
STREET HAWK. KNIGHTRIDER,DALEY 
THOMPSONS SUPER TEST 

VARIOUS 
TARGET RENEGADE 399 
LAST DUEL 399 
4X4 OFF LINE RACING 399 
DATAGENIE-DATABASE 3.99 
THUNDERBlRDS 4.99 
SAINT N GREVSIE 3.99 
CARRIER COMMAND 128 4 99 
GALAXY FORCE 399 
• ALL THE LATEST SOFTWARE 

SPECIAL 
OFFERS 

THE COMPLETE OFFICE, FOR ONLY 6.99 
WORD PROCESSOR 
HOME ACCOUNTS 

3D ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEET 
DATABASE 

C15 BLANK TAPE 

ALWAYS IN STOCK 
JOYSTICKS, POWER SUPPLIES, JOYSTICK INTERFACES, AERIAL SPLITTERS, TV LEADS, MONITOR 

LEADS, DISCS, PRINTERS, RIBBONS, DUST COVERS, DISC CLEANERS CASS LEADS, BOOKS, 
MONITORS, AND MUCH MORE THE COMPLETE COMPUTER STORES. 

WHERE TO BUY 
EITHER AT: 19 THE BROADWAY UNIT 6 5 LYNTON PARADE MAIL ORDER TO 

THE BOURNE MIDGATE CHESHUNT 5 LYNTON PARADE 
SOUTHGATE PETERBOROUGH HERTS CHESHUNT 
LONDON CAMBS EN8 8LF HERTS 
N14 6PH PE1 1TN ENS 8LF 

POSTAGE & PACKING: 1-3 ITEMS 75P, 4 OR MORE £1.00 0 9 9 2 6 4 0 0 5 0 



I 

CARTOON 
CORNERilTS THE 

CORNER WHERE 
JAPERY ABOUNDS 

Duck! There goes another 
one! You just can't get 
away from all this 
bounding japery! And here 
comes a mirth-maker from 
Matthew Weinel from 
Sherbourne in Dorset — 

how chucklesome! 
If you reckon your 

cartoon could raise a smile 
from DJ Nicko send it to 
(and note the new 
address!):NEWSFIELDt 
CARTOON CORNER, 
CRASH, LUDLOW, 
SHROPSHIRE SY8 1JW. And 
you, like Matty could win 
£20-worth of software! 

TAPE 
TROUBLES 
SOLVED! 
• We mentioned it a while back, 
but now it appears that the Hl-
Spec Load-It Data Recorder 
from Milts Associates should be 
available by the time you read 
this. They claim this little gadget 
will end the frustration caused by 
your favourite games not loading! 
As it works on the full range of 
Spectrum computers it should be 
just what the doctor ordered, and 
it makes you wonder why they've 
taken so long to develop it! At 
£44.99 this gadget could just be 
the next best thing to (expensive) 
sliced bread... 

</ I t W T K f f 
* « ¥ k ^ u . A > 

. . X L\VE THIS 
B e t t e r * 

CD. 

SE 

DRIBBLY LCDs 
• Hornby, traditionally regarded 
as mode! railway and toy 
manufacturers have hit the 
electronic age! They're marketing 
a new range of hand held LCD 
video games from Konaml. First 
titles on offer are Top Gun, 
Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles, 
Double Dribble, 'C', Gradius and 
Skate Or Die. The 6-inch pocket 
sized gadgets feature exciting 
sound effects, multi skill levels 
and hours of fun. So if you fancy 
your own mini walkabout arcade 
and have £19.99 plus batteries to 
spare — off to the toy shop with 
you! 

TURN YOUR 48K SPECTRUM INTO 
A 128K WITH THE VIDEOVAULT 

dlliSWDtah.'X. ^^^ ^^^^ 

UPGRADE FOR ONLY £79.95 SOUND 
THROUGH 
YOUR TV 

KEMPSON 
JOYSTICK 

INTERFACE 

v 

• 

They said it could not be done, but we've done 
it! The amazing videovault upgrade Module 

will convert your 48k Spectrum into a 
128k Machine. 
The module has a Kempston Joystick 
Interface built-in, Full Sound direct 
through yourT.v., Reset Button, Parallel 
Printer Output Port, plus a 128k Memory 
allowing you to load all those 128k 

m ^ , ^ games in one load with Mega Sound. 
The special introductory offer price is 
only C79.9S Including VAT and 
conversion by us. 

L I M I T E D 

HOW TO ORDER 
Send your 48k Spectrum or Spectrum* to us so 
mat we can make a modification to the board -
this modification is Included in the price, we will 
send you back vour modified Spectrum and 
our 128k module ready to use. You can order by 
Access/Visa/Cheque 
Send your computer for upgrading now to -
VIDEOVAULT LIMITED Old Kingsmoor School. 
Railway Street, Hadfieid. Cheshire SK14 8AA 
Telephone 0457 866S55/867761/869499 
Fax 0457 868946 
Head Of: ice and Access & visa orders, quenes 

MICROLITE CONNECTOR 
Join any two 
add on units to 
your Spectrum 
with the new 
Mlcrollte 
Connector 

only £14.95 

C COPYRIGHT VIDEOVAULT 093020 

CRASH APRIL • 19 



KOBRAHSOFT SPECTRUM UTILITIES AND SOFTWARE 

V r " M w I C X CIRCUIT 
RAINBOW 
HORIZON 
• Coming up from Rainbow Arts 
are two games programmed by 
Probe Turrican has you as a 
brave hero fighting a three 
headed monstrosity who in days 
past was responsible for all 

mankind's fears and nightmares. 
Vanquished once, he has 
returned, and terror once more 
stalks the countryside. Turrican 
should hit you in May. 

Set for a June-ish release is the 
science-fiction/shoot-'em-up 
Apprentice: a budding young 
wizard undergoes a frightning 
series of final tests to become a 
fully fledged Mage. As usual with 
scenarios of this kind failure 
results in death. Watch out for a 
review of both games (wands 
crossed) next month... 

• And this it — the new Towers 
Lloyd mentioned. A tad Coldf tz 
like, eh viewers? Full report 
next monthl 

HI 
Gotta high score? We want to know about it) Yesl This is Hi-
fire where you can announce your galactic domination to the 
entire Speccy universe. And what's more we'll be pulling a 
name from the hat each month and awarding a high-scoring 
hero £40 of software!! Yayyyyl So play mean and get yourself 
a high-score and send it, with a photo if possible, 
to:NEWSFIELD, HI-FIRE, LIVE CIRCUIT, CRASH, Ludlow, 
Shropshire SY8 1JW. And remember, there's £40 of software 
to be won every month!! 

THIS MONTH'S HIGH SCORING HEROES 

BATMAN 
310,090 David Cockram, Stockport, Cheshire 
177,850 Andy and David, Thurnsoce, S Yorks 

CHASE HQ 
11,831,776 Darren Wood, Warrington, Lancashire 

11,618,746 Paul White, Lincon 
11,615,759 Adam Ace Matusiak, Oswestry, Shropshire 

11,468,926 Steven Fletcher. Glasgow 
CONTINENTAL CIRCUS 

3,360,330 Paul Wilson, Ch-le-St, Co Durham 
GAUNTLET 

Completed Kieren Hawken, Harpendon, Herts 
Completed Duncan Hawken, Harpendon. Herts 

LED STORM 
4,992,815 John Bartholomew. Lisburn, N Ireland 

MOONWALKER 
589,100 James Cannon, Ruistip, Middlesex 

OPERATION WOLF 
826,333 Martin Matthews. Oakley, Bucks 

692, 187 Nicholas Cormack. Belfast 
640,230 David Cockram, Stockport. Cheshire 

SUPER NUDGE 2000 
£97.30 lain Clarkson, Sunderland 

TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY 
50,000 David Aitken. Glasgow 

TURBO OUT RUN 
529,980 David Cockram, Stockport, Cheshire 

150,360 A Steele, Bury 

Andl this month happy high-scoring hero is Paul lV/7son from 
Ch-I!e-St, Co Durham! Yayyy! £40 of software is heading your 
way,, matey! 

SP6 TAPE +3 DISC UTILITY 
:- NEW Transfer (apes to +3 disc NOW transfers the Latest Putting. Countdown and Multi Block 

programs FREE superb DISC CATALOGUER Now handles FULL 128K PROGRAMS INCLUDES SP« 
COMPANION which shows how to transfer many gaum Supplied on DISC at:- C14 95 

D I C E . 
NEW Version 2 disc Utility (or the *3 Modify and read sectors Back up discs. FULL Directory; 

Recover erased files. Loch out faulty files: Erase/Rename files: String search: Menu Driven; Easy to 
use. 'An excellent package* CRASH October 86 - £12.95 on disc. 

MT1 MICRODRIVE TOOLKIT 
NEW FULL M/D toolkit wrtfi Format. Sector erase/restore. Sector Editor. Full Cart Backup. Merge 

Rename. FAST M/C Catalogue £12 85 on Tape: £14.95 on cart. 

SW1 TAPE TO WAFA DRIVE UTILITY 
Transfer PROTECTED tapes to Wafadnve Manual and FREE disassembler - £7.95 on tape 

SC6 ADVANCED TAPE UTILITY 
SC6 will now backup MOST tapes Handles Fast Loaders, LONG blocks, the VERY LATEST Pulsing. 

Countdown programs. FULL MiA-Load programs - £8.95 on tape 

DB2 +3 DISC BACKUP UTILITY 
:- FULL course from beginner to advanced level Applies to ALL Spectrums. Suitable tor alt Free 

Disassembler AND Editor/ Assembler • £20 00 

PLUS 3 DIARY AND FILING SYSTEM 
:• NEW Backup +3 PROTECTED discs to DISC or TAPE Easy to use: Handles MulU-Loads and now 

even more discs:- £14.93 on Disc 

SPECTRUM MACHINE CODE COURSE 
• NEW A complete diary/note pad/fiting systenVdatabasa for the +3. with LARGE database and diary to 

2089. fast seardVretrieve and biortiythms tor 4 people - £12.95 on Disc 

ALSO AVAILABLE.- SOS TAPE TO M/D: SOS TAPE TO OPUS DRIVE: SL4 
SPEEDLOADER; CODE INVESTIGATOR - phone for more details 

WE NOW STOCK THE ENTIRE RANGE OF SPECTRUM COMERCIAL S/W WITH 
HUGE SAVINGS - SEND SAE OR PHONE FOR OUR CATALOGUE 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE - BUY WITH CONFIDENCE send chetjuefPO. to:- "KOBRAHSOFT". 
DEPT CR. "pleasant View" Hulme Lane, Hut me. Longton. Stoke-on-Trent, St i f fs ST J SBH 

x (overseas - Europe add £1 P&P PER ITEM others £2) 
Send SAE <9* * 5') for detailed Catalogue • mark 

envelope "ENQUIRY". For more information please 
phone • 0T8 130 5244 

Access, vi ta welcome - please phone above number. 
<24 Hour. 70ay Service for FAST Mail Order) 

l| 

2ND 
ALL FORMATS 

COMPUTER 
FAIR 

The show for the computer enthusiast and hobbyist. 
Thousands of bargains for all types of computers, 

SAT, APRIL 28th - 1 0 am-5 pm 
SUN, APRIL 29th - 1 0 am-4 pm 

IktS 

VENUE: 
The New Hall o! the Royal 
Horticultural Society, Greycoat and 
Elverton Streets. Westminster, London. 

NEAREST TUBES: 
Victoria, Pimlico, St James's Pk. 

STAND SALES & ADVANCE 
TICKETS: 
JOHN RIDING: 0225 • 447453 
MIKE HAYES: 0457 • 875229 

STANDS O N L Y £120.00 
Admittance E3.00 



Mark Caswell check* out 
what's happening on the 
'graphic novel' scene this 
month. 

BATMAN YEAR TWO 
Titan Books, £5.95 On© Off 

Yes, it's another graphic novel 
about my favourite comic book 

hero. Batman Year Two follows on 
from the Year One story: Captain 
James Gordon has been promoted 
to Commissioner and Bruce Wayne 
is just starting his second year as 
Gotham City's vigilante protector. 
But matters take a turn for the 
worst when Gotham's first caped 

avenger. The Reaper, returns after 
twenty years _ a fearsome sight 
with a skull-like mask, red leather 
armour and wicked scythe-tike 
swords. 
Like Bruce he lost a loved one to a 
gunman, unlike Bruce The Reaper 
kills his victims. This sets Batman 
on his trail, only to find himself 
allied with his parent's killer and 
under suspicion of being in league 
with the underworld. Titan have 
come up with another winner in 
Batman Book Two: the plot is 
superbly scripted by Mike Barr and 
masterfully drawn by Todd 
McFarlane and Alan Davis. An 
essential purchase for all Batfans. 

THE NIGHTBREED 
CHRONICLES 
Titan Books, £5.95 One Off 

No comic book this, but with 
the slightly delayed release of 

both the movie Nightbreedand the 
Ocean computer game in 
September it's a good time to take 
a look at this encyclopedia' of 
characters from the movie. Take a 
trip through the world of Mldian 
and meet the Nightbreed: 
mythological creatures who shun 
sunlight and 'normal' human 
company, introduced with colour 
photo portraits and potted histories 
of how they came to be. Some of 

the make up displayed is quite 
stunning _ not surprising, wit!" 
technicians Image Animation who 
worked on films like Return Of The 
Jedi, Dark Crystal and The Never 
Ending Story. The movie is based 
master of the macabre Ctive 
Barker's novel Cabal and directed 
by him. If you're into horror films, 
you'll remember his Hellraiser and 
Hellhound - Hellraiser II Expect 
some shocks when Nightbreed 
appears. Until then read this book 
and whet your appetite! 
Win your very own copy In our 
Hotline compo on the back pagel 

CLASSIFIEDS 
• FOR SALE 
Spectrum +2 for sate. Excellent 
condition, includes Multiface 128 
& joystick, Infinite Life Finder, 
over 160 excellent games 
including Batman. Robocop, 
Operation Thunderbolt, many 
more. All worth £600+ sell for 
£180. Call Garry 01 654 5994 
(London). 
Spectrum +2, 212 games 
including New Zealand Story, 
Chase HQ, Batman The Movie 
and Caped Crusader, joystick, 

mouse and interface, mags. All 
very good condition, £299. TTel: 
0935 823515 after 4pm. 

Spectrum 128K +2. Boxed, 
perfect condition, under one year 
old. Loads of games including 
Gauntlet II, 720". Ghostbustesrs, 
Rolling Thunder, Outrun, 
California Games. £90 ono. 
Phone Dan or Richard, eveniings 
6pm to 8pm on (01) 272 07846. 

Spectrum 128K +2 with 15 
games, manual, box and joy?stick. 
Will sell for £90 ono. Contact* 

corip > 7 5 = 7 5PRRE l\U I 
SINCLAIR QUALITY AUTHORISED REPAIR CENTRE 

HOW TO GET YOUR 48K SPECTRUM REPAIRED FOR ONLY £24.95 
TEN * REPAIR SERVICE 

RE YOU ANOTHER CUSTOMER - fed up 
wa i t ing weeks fo r your repair? 
Need your computer repaired fas t ' Then send it now to trie videovautt 2«w 
Repair Service we are aOle to repair your 48K Spectrum using ail the latest in test 
equipment for only £M.9S (Spectrum 16K/48K and Plus models onlyi. 
We also have a while you watt department * please call for an appointment) for 
same day repairs. Commodore M computers repaired for only taooo including 
vat & P+P iPower supplies and Tape Recorders excluded i Please note we give 
vou a 100 % low Axed price of cia 9$ which includes return post and packing plus 
vat Don t forget we are Amstrad authorised for quality and speed don t nsk 
vour computer to any other unauthorised repair centre we don t Just repair the 
fault and send your computer back we give your computer a free overhaul 
Included in the price We check sound, loading memory colour and ear/mike 
sockets to make sure your computer will give vou years of service 

We now have available a Disc Drive and Printer 
System for the Spectrum call us for details. 

• M»»ortieTfeoi«tspectrumand$pe(mrrrwioniY 
tun uwnm.]M000 commodoreM£4000 
mnu«ng parts. tabour and P • P T Power suppaei i«0 
Tape tttwMn extra* 

• *H computers fuBy overfuiwd and fu»v 
before rrtufn 

• wrrinsured for the return journey 
• WTWeyCywutiwiOTW.tSpectnjrnino 

Sptetnim .iSpeonm .J repairs MO 00. Commodore 
mms oo. •Replacement riot eetoroers jno Power 
supplies ireatan additional charge) 

• Spire pirtsaviHaU* 6» men order or over me counter 

Sot toe games worth a* 00 free with every spectrum 
repair now memoes p»h memory neyDoiro test 
weMoreoar commodore M > ve »Commodore )« 
•4 Spectrum .Janfl •! 
tne most up to date test equipment devmped 0y ui 
to locate fames w«hln your computer 
over t rtars o» service n computers 
! manm wannty tuOIKt to our terms Of trMng 
wweft are avttatw on request lust send J • Up names 
iThe ettra warranty Dy us is additional to any otner 
ngnts wu already hivei 

'jrtnwJ t c w w oe cikim » unreotnot due to owxnrQwtmntxm&i^irMixtnwcinvtDoinK 
mmeonjimt stvMwt 

rM»to.ti ««DHwwnt c0mnc0cr?9( 
imflOrti 
asoo 
• £2 35 p+p 

SOKWww 
Swii una w* 
"CW 'JS n C**1 

-J J) Orti £14.95 
+ £2.35 p+p 

WVMJfdKfTCfjrtt 
spectrin®* £9.95 
• £2.35 p+p 
Specfum * £16.95 
+ £2.35 p+p 

Now over 6 years repairing home micro s throughout the 
world. 1st class service and fast turnaround All computers 
are soak tested Before return. - , 

U R G E N T N O T I C E Dorvtoe misled by adverts showing between prices 
A recent complaint against a Manchester repairflrm Mancomp was upheld by ttie| 
Advertising standards Authority on two counts it had stated BBC repairs 
between £1 a and MS then charged me c ustomer £85 Their guarantee policy was 
misleading as it did not make dear mat an repairs were not covered 

THE VIDEOVAULT COMPUTER COMPANION P M m 

r 

Send your computer to vtoeovairtltil. Railway street 
HaOfleti, CheshireSK14MA Tel 0457 866$5S'86776i*6i»9 

Office tnqumes ana orders only 

Manchester telephone 061-2J6 0J76 While you wait centre onfy 

EDITION N O W HOT OFF THE PRESS 
New hgger catalogue now Miiaotecontarfvig over 5 500 
terns including software for an computer icwoctt spare 
tarts. Business software books ptus many more Just send 
J11st class stamps for vour free copy Over 24 cages toe* toe 
quality products oeuvereo to your ooor by return postH • 

FAX NO. 0457 868946 © COPYRIGHT VIDEOVAULT NO 092032 
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(0895) 420624 any time from 
10am. 

Spectrum 128K +2. joystick, 
magazines and over £600 of 
original games including Batman, 
R-Type. Cybernoid 2 and 
Robocop. Sell all for £275 ono. 
Phone (021) 7332934 and ask for 
John. 

Bard's Tale + Elite Editors. Elite 
loads only from tape but is 
available on disk. Disk £4.00, 
tape £2.00 (each). Cheques 
made payable to P. Flynn. Send 
to P. Flynn. 45 Apollo Way. 
Bootle, Merseyside L30 7PH 
(Send SAE for more info). 

Spectrum +2 computer, 
lightgun, joystick. £900+ 
software, all original top games, 
user mags. Everything in 
excellent condition £475 ono. 
Quick sale. Phone (061) 864 
1582 after 4pm, 

Bargain of a lifetime. 
Spectrum +3. 24 games on disk 

eg Robocop. Chase HQ, 
Renegade, Barbarian etc., tape 
recorder and lead, 2 joysticks. 
Excellent condition. Offers 
£250+. Contact Mathew on 
(0274) 568908. Ring between 
6.30pm and 7.30pm. Address 
Bradford area. 

• USER GROUPS 
Spectrum utilities. 
programming, graphics, info. Get 
"OUTLET!" (monthly since 1987!) 
on +3 disk, Disciple/+D. Opus, 
microdrive, cassette. Latest issue 
£2.50 to newcomers! Ron 
Cavers, 605 Loughborough 
Road, Birstall, Leicester LE4 
4NJ. 

• FANZINES 
TURBO, Sam Coupe fanzine, 
features game reviews, serious 
software, adventure section, 
previews, interviews. Subscribers 
can use our PD library. £5 for 5 
issues. £10 for 11. Cheque 
payable to A. Betts or SAE for 
info to TURBO. 8 Healey, 
Tamworth, Staffs. B77 2RF. 

Adventure the Official 
magazine, not just for computer 
players, 32 Splendifolous pages; 
Send { your games in for revue & 
advertising details, including=) 
stamped SAE + 60p for current 
issue to: E. Adventure, 262 High 

AT LAST! 

SPECTRUM SPARES 
AT REALISTIC PRICES 

All prices include postfpacking, handling and VAT 
ULA6C001 
128k ROM 
Z80A 
7805 REG 
4116 RAM 
SPEC PSU 

£11.99 
£11.99 
£2.99 
£1.49 
£1 49 

£10.49 

SPECTRUM K/BOARD MEMBRANE £699 
SPECTRUM K/BOARD MAT £8.99 
SPECTRUM K/BOARD TEMPLATE £5.49 
SPECTRUM + MEMBRANE £9.99 
MODULATOR £9.99 
S/MANUAL £22.99 

Remember all prices include PAP. handling and VAT 
Full spares list available / Trade enquiries welcome 

Access/Visa or Postal Orders, Cheques 
SPECTRUM REPAIRS £9.99 + PARTS + CARRIAGE + V.A.T . 

ELECTRONIC SERVICES 
176 VICTORIA ROAD WEST, CLEVELEYS, BLACKPOOL FY5 3NE ' "ftI. (0253) 822708 

SINCLAIR SUPPLIES 

P O W E R S U P P L I E S 
Spectrum 48J* £9 99 
Spectrum \2tl*2 £14.99 
Spectrum 1281*3 £2499 
L IGHT GUNS 
Magnum £29 99 
Cheetah £2499 
O T H E R P A R T S 
Spactrum Membrane £9 99 
QL Membrane £9.99 
Spectrum Oatacorder £1999 
Kempton Interlace £9 99 
10 Maxwell CF2 £2499 
NOL P R I N T E R 
Mannetmann Tally MT81 Cerrtronlc* 130 CPS/27 
CPS NLO Friction/Tractor Auto Par* £112 99 
C O M P U T E R S 

Spectrum *3 
Sam Coup* 
Sam Coup* • 1 Oriv* 
Sam Coup* * 2 Drive* 
C A B L E S 
+ 3 Cnwtt* 
+V*2A Centronics 
•3/*2 Sarial 
E D U C A T I O N A L S O F T W A R E 
Each Fun School package Include* I chillMgliig 
program*. Price* »r» Kw Spectrum catten* Add 
£3 lor dl*c 
Fun School 2 (under f t } £9 99 
Fun School 2 <W»> £9 99 
Fun School 2 (Over 8'*) £9 99 

£149 99 
£169 9S 
£24990 
£129.85 

£499 
£999 
£9 99 

Sp*ctrum *2 £119 99 

BAA C A I N B U N D L E ( 4 -7 ' s | 
Include* Count With Oliver. Look Sharp. Number 
Fun. L**m to Read. Bnic Arithmetic. Get me! 
ONLY £9 99 

Prices include VAT & PAP Payment by ChqfPO to: 
V/SA 0 m f l l " t * Supplies (Dipt 0) ?3 Curtm Slrttl. Dtftf DEI ZES T»l (0332) 291*19 

ZX81 SOFTWARE - SAE FOR LIST. 

Street Lewisham, London, SE13 
6JX. 

• MISCELLANEOUS 
"HOOP!" 'Knockout -1/2 player 
boxing + strategy. GP Riders' 
fast menu driven strategy. 'Spi-
Droid" - addictive Spindizzy' 
clone: All £2.99 each. Any 2: 
£4.99. All 3: £6.99. Games sent 
1st class! Coming soon: GTi 
Simulator -1/2 players. 100% 
M.Code. SAE for details: V. Vity. 
Cr 75, 11 Willow Gr„ Bare. 
Morecambe, Lanes. "Sche yas 
now!" 

"Gladius" - Vinsoft's new Master 
label launches off with. 'Laser 
War' -100% M.Code, 1/2 
players, + more! Based on the 
"Tron" film theme - £4.99! 
Coming soon: All 100% M.Code: 
Soccer Manager, A Fruit Machine 
Sim., Star Warriors, + more! V. 
Vity, CR 75. 11 Willow Gr., Bare, 
Morecambe. Lanes.: SAE '4' 
details. 

DORBIT - sci fi PBM. You control 
a city and must take over the 
chaotic planet. Loads of wacky 
encounters. 21 players only, so 
hurry now! Start-up £2.50, turns 
£1. For more details: 227 
Warning Tongue Lane. Cantley, 
Doncaster, S.Yorks DN4 6TT. 

Deathdroid. Cell Runner and 
International Elite League, all 
available for just £2.99 inc. P&P 
from Bodgesoft, c/o Mark Shutz, 
24 Alexander Avenue, Enderby, 
Leicester LE9 SNA. Chq's and 

postal orders payable to Mark 
Shutz. 

MEGAPRIX's 3rd season Join 
now to take part in Britains best 
PBM motor racing game. 30 
teams, 65 drivers. 16 Grand Prix. 
Start-up £2, turns 50p. More 
details SAE M.Sims, 76 Mount 
Road, Canterbury. Kent CT1 1YF. 

Pontoon/Higher Lower, for 
those who like a more simple 
game. No fancy sound effects! 
No fancy graphics! But extremely 
addictive! £1.99 (£3.99 +3 disk). 
Fantasy Software. 43 Russell 
Road, Gravesend, Kent DA12 
2RT. 

A Fistful Of Blood Capsules, 
£4.50. This hilarious 3 part 
adventure, with you playing the 
Sheriff of Bodge City, Mr. Quiet 
Slurp, is available from Fantasy 
Software, 43 Russell Road. 
Gravesend, Kent DA12 2RT. 

Forgotten Island, Fantasy 
Software's very first graphic 
adventure. Can you escape from 
this evil island or perish! Only 
£1.99. Fantasy Software, 43 
Russell Road, Gravesend,. Kent 
DA12 2RT. ...excellent value for 
money! C.C.C. 

Fairly Difficult Mission. £4.50. 
This four part graphic adventure, 
written by Zodiac Soft, is 
available from Fantasy Software, 
43 Russell Road, Gravesend. 
Kent DA12 2RT.... a great! 
challenge and very funny... 

C O M P O W I N N E R S 
ONo waiting about, because we bet nobody can wait ito see 

who won the Gimme Gimme Gimme That Sam Coupe 
Compo from Issue 73. Well, wait no longer because it was 
Craig Dann, Knottingley WF11 8AZ and he gets a SAM Couipe 
and disk drive (see review this Issue)!! 

Moving along, here's the winners of US Gold's Incredllbly 
Heavy, Heavy Metal Compo. The winner who receives a 
remote controlled Tank, a copy of Heavy Metal and a T-sthlrt Is 
S Reece, Burgess Hill RH15 0UF. And the 25 Runners-up lwho 
each receive a copy of the game (on cassette) and a T-sltilrt 
are: 

Stephen Maule, Newcastle NE3 2YH; A Jones. Oldham OL9 
7QY; Andrew Blackreah, Farnborough GU14 6LF; Anthony Darby, 
Wilnslow SK9 6HN; Victor Edwards, Castleford WF10 2HX; ILaura 
Woodward, Nailsea BS19 2TP; Antony Reay, Penrith CA10 11EF; 
Nick Ball, Abingdon OX14 1QE; Martin Drinkwater, Middlesborough 
TS9 5EU; Brian Hughes. Broxburn EH52 5HX; Graham 
Waterfield, Ashby LE6 5LA; Ian Simpson, Gosport P012 4RKR; 
John Curran, Rugeley WS15 2LZ; James Blannin, Bristol BS>15 
1LX; Mark Lunn, Walsall WS5 4HR; Colin MacDonald, Dunddee 
DD5 4RZ; Nick Jepson, Rotherham S61 2SW; Alex Fisher, 
Manchester M12 

5LP; Colin Shepherd. Rugeley WS15 2XN; Jason McBurniiie, 
Dewsbury WF12 7PL; Andrew Coleman, Birmingham B29 7FPZ; 
Richard Bailey, Newton-Le-Wilfows WA12 0DR; David Frearss, 
Rowhah CA26 3XJ; K P Wheeler, London SE16; Richard WNiite, 
Doncaster DN3 2LB. 
• You could be a winner too! Don't miss out on any of 
CRASH'S exciting compos!! 
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readers' awards readers' awards readers' awards 

• Ladies and Gentlemen, 
welcome to the CRASH 
Readers' Awards Pol! 
Winners Party! 

For years now Spectrum games 
have led the field in design and 
innovation, and CRASH and its 
readers have always been in the 
Forefront when it comes to 
promoting the achievements of 
those who produce them. So who 
better to ask for their views on the 
software releases of 1989 than the 
readers of CRASH? 

Tonight anyone who's anyone in 
the software industry is assembled 
in the Barbara CarHand suite of 
Ludlow's answer to the Savoy 
Hotel (local pub in other words) 
awaiting to near your views. 

Let's give a cheer for your host 
on this resplendent occasion: none 
other than former CRASH tipster, 
the famous Robin Candyl 
(Cheering — and the ocro boo.) 
lake it away, Robin 

• Best Overal l Game 
This is probably the most 
prestigious award for a software 
house to win. Past winners are 
regarded as classic gomes, the kind 
you return to time and time again 
without getting bored. Releases 
such as Ghouls 'N' Ghosts and 
Hard Drivin' made 1989 another 
great year for Spectrum games. But 
for the second year running this 
category was dominated by 
Ocean. To announce the winner 
here's NickDJ Roberts — and 
girlfriend Julie. 

Julie: 'Oh Nick, you're so 
dreamy. Each month I cut out your 
picture from the top of the Playing 
Hps and stick it on my bedroom 
wall. All my friends are jealous of 
me. Oh Nick, you're 
wonderful.' 

Nkk: 'Chooor, Julie you're not 
xjd yerself. I'd do anything for ya, 
'd even go to Boots 
knowarrimean?). But keepyer 
lands off me for a minute, I've got 
to open this envelope and read out 
the — ouch! GerroTfl — Right then 
the winner of the Best Overall 
Game of 1989 is...(rips open 
envelope in a designed-to-impress-
the-girlfriend manner) some 
Chinese game. Eh? Oops, sorry 
holding the results paper upside 
down'. 

Julie: 'Oh Nick you're so funny 
— and you've got a car (even 
though you've only insured it third 
party fire and theft and will 
probably write it off by the end of 
the week).' 

Nick: 'I know what I'm doing — 
if I want to spend loads of money 
on my first car then spend 1 Op on 
insuring it, thafs my affair. 
Anyroad the winner is Batman -
The Movie.' 

Licensed from the 1989 smash 
movie of the same name, Batman • 
The Movie is Oceon's third hit with 
o Batman game. The previous two 
both received CRASH Smash 
The Movie.' 

Licensed from the 1989 smash 
movie of the same name, Batman • 
The Movie is Ocean's third hit with 
a Batman game. The previous two 
both received CRASH Smash 

awards and are still regarded as 
great games. This thiragame is the 
only one based on a particular 
story rather than the characters. 
Split into four levels your ultimate 
goal is to seek out and destroy the 
molevolent joker. 

• Best Coin Op 

m 

Coin-op conversions have been 
with us for a good few years now. 
Ocean were largely responsible for 
creating their popularity, so it's no 
surprise to find mat they dominate 
this category. 

{Crash, bang, wallop, mutter, 
sound of general mayhem 
somewhat akin to that mode by a 
bull in a china shop.) 

If you hadn't already guessed 
from the noise, here to announce 
the the nominations and present the 
award is Mark who stuck that 
filing cabinet there Caswell. 

Mark: 'Coo, I've only had four 
gallons of extra caffeine coffee 
today so I'm not my usual talkinq-
to-PR-girlies-for-hours-on-end self. 
But bear with me a mo while I get 
myself together (audience waits for 
an age while he searches through 
his coat for the golden envelope). 
Here it isl Coo, and the winner is 
The New Zealand Story.' 

Probably one of the most original 
arcade games for a long time: me 
New Zealand Storys success was 
built entirely on addictive gameplay 
rather than a gimmicky arcade 
cabinet. Ocean's conversion 
captures all the cuteness of the 
originol and wos a hit across all 
formats. 

• Best Non Cain Op 
Licence 
Film licenses and the like have been 
with us since the early days of the 
Spectrum. As far boclt as 1984 
films were been being licensed and 
used as the basis for games. Of 
course many of the early aarrses 
sold on the popularity of the 
licensed products rather than the 
merits of the games themselves. 
And this led to the whole orig inal-
versus-licensed games debate. It's 
pleasing to see that software Ihouses 
are now putting as much effort into 
developing a good game as tfhev 
do pursuing the license deol. Al l 
this year's nominees are top-dlass 
games in their own right. To 
onnounce the nominations anid 
winner here's the software cutne 
himself, Richard Eddy. 

Richard: 'By jimminy, viewers. Ifs 
sooooo thrilling to be nere. And the 
award for, heyl, best licensed game 
(not coin*op) goes to (ripppl Tear! 
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readers' awards readers' awards readers' awards 

Bioomin' envelopes!}, it's erm,. 
berlimev), it's Ocean for The 
Untoucnablesl Hurrah! Let's hear it 
for Ocean, folks! (Hurrah!) 

A great example of how a 
licensed game can turn out when 
properly done: The Untouchables 
follows the plot of the film as well 
os ony computer can hope for 
without compromising gameplay. 
Graphics ore great, me gome 
addictive. All in all, another slick 
product from Ocean! 

• Best Or ig inal 

In times like these, when the 
software market is dominated by 
arcade and film licenses, truly 
original games seem to be few and 
far between. In the past the 
Spectrum led the field in original 
product, but now has to content 
itself with the odd gem. 
'International Treasure Hunter' and 
CRASH designer Mel Fisher was to 
make the award, but his car has 
broken down somewhere between 
here and Dudley, so we'll have to 
proceed without him. 

The winner for best original 
game goes to Rainbird for Carrier 
Command. 

Originally programmed for the 
16-bits, Carrier Command was one 
of those games which they said 
couldn't be done on the Speccy. So 
long-time Spectrum programmers 
Realtime (a CRASH discovery years 
ago) went and proved everyone 
wrong by producing one or the best 
non arcade games to ever appear 
on an 8-bit computer, 

• Best Adventure 
The Spectrum more than any other 
computer was responsible for 
changing the foce of adventuring. 
EaHy gomes were text only with 
poor input parsers. It wasn't just a 
matter of solving problems, out also 
choosing the correct phrases to 
make the computer understand 
what it was you wanted to do. The 
Hobbit introduced graphics to the 
genre and featured, at the time, a 
very sophisticated input parser. 

Some say working witn Nick 
Roberts is an adventure, others 
maintain that driving with him is the 
closest you can get to being your 
own Indiana Jones, so who better 
to make the award for best 
odventure than Nick's driving 
instructor Les Bytheway 

Les: 'When ! was a lad, if you 
wonted odventure you'd get some 
of your friends to he you up, smear 
you in jam and sit you on a wasps' 
nest. We played real games in 
those days. None of this namby 
pamby computer stuff. 1 didn't get 
where I am today without getting 
smeared in jam a few times. Kids 

today have it easy. They never want 
to wait for anything, always in o 
hurry. Take that Niclt Roberts for 
example, always too eager on the 
accelerator, never knew the 
meaning of the word brake. How 
he passed his test is beyond me, 
turned my hair white he did when 
he attempted a three point turn, 
Thought you got brownie points if 
you aid it in one. (Get on with it -
three million readers). Impatient lot. 
The winner is Myth.' 

Bit of a surprise this one since 
the gome wasn't widely available. 
Programmed by top adventure 
team Magnetic Scrolls Myth was 
given away free when you joined 
me adventurers' club Official 
Secrets. Nevertheless, a great 
game and a worthy winner. 

Strategy games have rarely been 
popular with the mainstream games 
buying public, but every now and 
then one of them pops up to show 
us how good they really can be. 
Such notables as Lords Of Midnight 
and Doomdark's Revenge are still 

regarded as great games. This 
year's winner is another game to 
add to that list. Lloyd Mangram 
was to make the presentation, but 
unfortunately with office moves in 
progress, he's hod to stay behind 
ancfsupervise the move of his 1922 
Hermes typewriter (apparently 
they're very heavy). CRASH 
readers were almost united in their 
choice for the winner of this 
category, with Times Of Lore from 
Origin receiving over ten times the 
number of votes as the nearest 
runner up Heroes Of Lance. 

• Best Graphics 
Despite attribute problems, the 
Spectrum has always been capable 
of producing a good picture when 
in the hands of o talented graphic 
artist. However, this category not 
only takes into consideration the 
graphics but also the animation. 
Drawing a pretty picture is one 
ihing, but getting it to move 
smoothly and realistically can push 
o graphic artist to his limits. One 
time pixel star and full-time cartoon 
caperer, Jetmon has bumbled his 

way across the universe to make 
the award. 

Jetman: 'Bwa. I yam Jetman and 
hero of the planet eorth! And I yam 
here to present this award thingy 
for the oestest graphics. Of course 
none of them is as good as me, so 
they aren't the bestest graphics 
really, loony CRASH readers voted 
Operotion Thunderbolt as the game 
with the bestest graphics, but this 
here bang stick says that I yam the 
bestest graphic and I yam goin' to 
keep this here award.' (goes on in 
this manner until withstrained by 
several large men in white coats). 

• Best Sound 
The Spectrum has never been noted I 
for its sonic capabilities. It wasn't 
until the release of the Spectrum 
128 in 1986 that it was capable of 
producing anything olfier tnan a 
basic beep. Spectrums these days 
contain the same three channel 
sound chip as the Atari ST and the 
Amstrod CPC range, os well as the 
old buzzer. By clever programming 
techniques it's possible to combine 
the output from the sound chip and 
the buzzer to give on incredible six 
channels of music. CRASH Art 
Director and budding pop star 
Markie Kendrick announces the 
winner. 

Markte: 'Hey music lovers! Don't 
I look like Mark Shaw from Then 
Jerico? I'm in a synth pop bond 
called Fused and I'm going to be 
famous. I love me I Come on girlies, 
let me hear you scream! Right then, 
when you've all calmed down I'll 
announce the winner (has to wait 
about one trillionth of a second for 
all the girlies to calm down). The 
grooviest tune to appear on the 
Spectrum in 1989 was featured 
in... US Gold's Ghouls 'N'Ghosts. 

House 
There could only be < 
this category. No other software 

one winner in 

readers' awards readers' awards readers' awards 



house has managed to produce as 
many top auality games in one 
year, and meir performance in the 
other award categories only 
confirms the esteem in which 
CRASH readers hold their games. 
Inevitably the winner is Ocean, 

• Best Adver t i sement 
Advertising has always been on 
important part of the software 
business. Magazines rely on the 
revenue that it generates, while a 
good od campaign can boost sales 
of even a poor game. Software 
houses hove tried any number of 
ploys to fix their product in the 
minds of the buying public, from 
stunning artworx, scantily dad 
females to simple bold mono teaser 
ads. Subject ot an od campaign 
himself MGT's Sam announces the 
winner. 

: 'Beep, whirr, whiz, click, fizzle, 
beep, pop, grnrrr. Splatter, boop, 
chizz, Deep.' 

Which roughly translates as The 
winner is the ad for Ocean's 
Cabal.' 
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• Best Budget Game 
The quality of budget software has 
improved tremendously over the 
years. Originally it was very 
substandard product, stuff mat 
would never sell at full price. There 
were notable exceptions, such as 
Firebird's Booty, but by and large 
you paid your money and took 
your chances. These days budget 

software also includes classic 
rereieases. If you buy a rerelease 
game, you're almost certainly 
getting something pretty good, 
since ttiere is little point in 
rereleasing somethinawhich 
everyone knows is duff. However, 
despite the attraction of rereleose 
games CRASH reoders preferred 
something more original. 

To announce the winner here's 
CRASH mail (or should thot be 
male) order supremo Aunt Aggie, 
something more original. 

To announce the winner here's 
CRASH mail (or should that be 
male) order supremo Aunt Aggie. 

Aunt Aggie: '(hie) Ooo I love this 
buck's fizz. The bubbles go straight 
to my head (hie). 'Ere Jackie, who's 
that oloke on thot table over there 
(goes off stage and grabs side-kick 
Jackie Morris — from our ad dept., 
then points at a blushing software 
company rep). He'!' 
Hold on a minute everybody while 

i h ing sc 
do ror me hie). 

tear open this envelope. Right then, 
the winner is Treasure Island Dizzy 
3 from those lovely Darling boys 
ond CodeMasters (hie)/ 

• Best Newcomer 
The Spectrum has been around for 
eight years now. Each year there's 
a major new development, or a 
new software house emerges to 
become the one to watch. Even at a 
time when 16-bit computers are 
becoming increasingly dominant, 
the Spectrum can still grab the 
headlines. CRASH has just moved 
into a new building, so we thought 
we'd get one of the builders to 
make the aword. 

Builder: 'Ere, you canna move in 
yet. We anna finished. We've got 
to put blobs of paint on all the 
window panes and the carpets. 
Then we've got to scatter wood 
shavings around and make some 
cups of tea. And when we've 

finished all that we've got to stand 
around the stairs looking serious, 
nod our heads and say ifs goin' to 
take a couple of weeks to fix that." 
Anyway, to keep you all happy I'll 
tell you who's won this award. The 
winner is MGT with the Sam 
Coupe.' 

Irs taken a long time coming, but 
the Sam Coupe really is a super 
Spectrum. Not only is it compatible 
with Spectrum gomes but its got an 
improved sound chip, ifs capable 
of creating ST standard graphics, 
has all the add-on ports you could 
possibly want and costs less than 
£150. 

• Most Disappoint ing 

As well as the thrills, each year 
brings its fair share of 
disappointments, from games that 
looked promising but turned out to 
be poor, to delays in long awaited 
product. No strangers to 
disappointment (their last album 
was nowhere near as successful as 
their first) brothers Matt and Luke 
from Bros ore here to make the 
award. 

Matt: 'Wotchaf We love you all. 
Before we present the award we 
would just like to say a few words. 
While we've lost a few of our fans, 

we'd just like to thank the ones that 
have stuck with us through the hard 
times, the/re the important ones. 
We love you.' 

Luke: 'Yeah, like my bruwer 
says, we love our fans. You're the 
most important people in our lives.' 

Matt: 'Yeah, right. The winner of 
the Most Disappointing Product 
category is the Sinclair Magnum 
Light Gun.' 

Bundled with the Plus 3 the 
Magnum light gun was a 
throwback to the early days of the 
Spectrum. Previous light guns were 
inaccurate and there was little in 
the way of software support. The 
Sinclair Magnum Light Gun did 
little to remedy this and even 
produced unsightly on-screen 

glitches on some games. Ironically 
heetah also chose to release a 

light gun at the same time. This was 
a much better product; occurate, 
sturdy and witn games specially 
written for it. 

• And that folks brings to 
a close the CRASH 
Readers' Awards Poll 
Winners Party. May there 
be many more! 

Met Fisner: 'Err, um sorry I'm 
late everybody, but my car broke 
down (again).' 

Prizes galore! 
• These ten lucky Crash winners have one themselves a sack full 
of goodies including a 12 month subscription, a camera, a Crash T-
shirt and loads more besides. 
David Aitken, Glasgow. Richard Feltbower, Stoke-on-Trent. Paul 
Doggett, Norwich. M. Wigmore, Morpeth. Carl Finch, Duston. 
David Jolley, Wigan. Andrew Lake, Aberdeen. Richard Bailey, 
Newton-Le-Willous. Brian Highes, Broxburn. Jason Smallwood, 
Leeds. 
Your prizes are on their way! 
! !STOP PRESS!! True to form DJ Nkko has indeed 
crunched his car within the first week of owning it. 
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c o m i n g s o o n 

PREVIEWS 
•

What 's happening, man? 

Where 's the action? Which j 
kool Speccy game is gonna light 
my f ire? Welcome to the CRASH 
crystal bal l and its tantal ising 
glimpse of fantabulous gaming to 

1 IC' F 
V I R G I N BALL! 

• WORLD CUP 
SOCCER '90 
With the World Cup not far away 
Virgin ore set to release — 
surprise surprise — World Cup 
Soccer '90 onto your Spectrum in 
mid May. Wil l il score a goal, will il 
cause soccer hooliganism or will it 
be just another muddy pitch? Find 
out in a CRASH to come. For now 
it's promises the program should 

sport free kicks, goal kicks, two 
player/one player against the 
computer options and a skill level 
that will increase with each round 
played. The game purports to 
follow the real sporting event very 
closely Make sure your team wins 
all its matches to be in with a 
chance lo go for the big prize - the 
Wor ld Cup, but then you're hardly 
likely to want to play to lose, are 
you* 
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The Saga Of A Mad Barbarian, a 
100,0(50 (•) location fantasv role 
playing style program Ana with 

K i i 

|.!ffil'l 
B i d 

that many locations to explore, no 
wonder he's mad1 

r .. i t - i t 

Hedgehog have two more titles 
up the spikes: Freaky Footy, on icon 
driven footlxill strategy game and 

11 

i l U [< 
• IMPOSSAMOLE 
It's true lie is back1 Monty Mole, 
legendary hero of many 
adventures, has been coaxed into a 

tropical |xiradise financed by his 
formqr success for a sunny early 
retirement, as he sunbathes on hii 

Who? Psychaedelic Hedgehog 
Software Never 'eard of em 
Well, you have now They're a 
small software house based in 
Lancashire on t^e verge of 
releasing three new titles 
Inlet national Cricket Manager 
(thank God not soccer'}. Assassm, 
where you lake the pari of Bob 
Fossington Kiwi freelance 
mercenary and assassin, to kill all 
and sundry, and A Shadow On 
Class winch transpoits us to a 
mystical land filled with elves, glass 
orbs and over 1 40 locations chock 



disembodied voice I X K M U S out is promised a reword ( 0 1 OCK h item 
Monty is the Chosen One who returned to the mysterious source of 
must vanquish five Guardians the noisy voice Bored with the 

I och Guardian will relinquish an quiet I• t• - ho dons his trusty tta< k 
arti l tx when destroyed, and Monty suit and red capo and prepares for 

I f f i r 
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IN SPACE 
EVERYONE 

CAN FEEL YOUR 
SHOTS... 

• DELTA CHARGE! 
M i a Otorgel Ironi Thalamus is 
O I J O U I to bins! Irom deep space 
onto tfw S|»ccy ll looks like being 
o fnbbo shoot 'cm tip with aliens 
galore to wipe out Sent out to on 
uncharted region of sixice called 
'Delta' to investigate the 

disappearance of s o m e Jerron 
ships, you find yourself trapped by 
the dork perpetrators of Ear th's 
i m m i n e n t doolli time to teach them 
a lesson or two in manners Delta 
Charge' should fire all cannon in 
Apri l 

tiKzoo 1 

s o o n 

the ex (venture of a lifetime 
Im/Ktsscirnoio is a foui level 
plal foim game where supei hero 
Monty k ids , ihiows bombs and 
shoots all and sundry who stand m 
his way (servos 'em right too) 
through the Orient, (he Klondike 
Mines, the Ice Wor ld and Amazon 

r n r — i r r z s 

f orest Some enemy creatures he'll 
luid easy to kill, others will chase 
him mercilessly And then their? are 
the Guardians' 

What a brave little chap he is 
See him laugh in lite fare of dangei 
any moment now 

s 
M 
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WHITE 
SHEETS 

AND 
LOO 

• BUNKY'S SCAREY 
SCHOOL 
Whooo, it's a scarey ghostir Well 
actually it's the new release from 
Zeppelin, Hknky'\ Scarcy School 
Play a white sheeted hero who 
moves from room to room picking 
tip such puzzling items at (no 
paper, and even more loo 
jxjfxer M All will be explained when 
the game makes an appontion on a 
'tpnt • f near you Soon 
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DELIVER! 
• STORMLORD II 
The sequel to Hewson s smashing 
5tormlord is on its way and — toss 
us down with the toaas1 — if il isn't 
dubbed Deliverance, 
Stormlord commences his mission 
in Hell from where he has to rescue 
the fairies held captive by the 
followers of the 

Black Queen Travel through 
caves, mines crypts and forests 

until reaching Heaven where Saint 
Peter is wait ing to help out 
Enemies include arrow firing 
cupids, togibofs (hopping green 
trolls'), zombies vampires and 
other assorted gremlins Spook! 
Hammering out the code is one 
time CRASH diarist Raffaele Ceccc 
and painting with pixels is Nick 
Jones Checl it out in April from 
Hewson 
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HOT AND 
THROBBING! 

• THE CYCLES 
Motor racing gomes like Chair 
HQ, Hard Drivin ' and Turbo 
Outrun are rife at the moment, and 
now Accolade bring news of yet 
another But fear not because The 
Cycles is a motor cycle racing 
gnme thai all tin legged Barry 
Sheene fans should love On a 
recent visit to (he swank new 
Accolade offices we managed to 
arm wrestle the programmer into 
showing us his efforts, and 
although not yet quite finished, the 
game is looking very good indeed 
Not surprisingly, the basic idea is to 

ut yourself into the hot seat of a •I ' 1 I > r r A 

world's most exal ing courses 
There will be three bikes on offer 

a 150cc wimpo machine a 250ct 
lx>y racoi and a 500cc suicide 
buflet none but the certifiably 
insane should try (so we tried it) 
You'll get five different skill levc-ls 
and in the same style as /est Drive 
a difficulty meter will be present 
Attention to graphic detail is 
promised lobe second to none 

Smooth scrolling, nine difficult to 
beat opfKvnents and tin 
uncompromising time limit should 
all ada up to a great sense of 
realism l-eel the throb of The 
Cycles some lime in Apri l ' 

GALACTIC 
THREAT! 

• A.M.C. 
French Dinamic Software threaten 
the peace of the land with their 
latest offering, the Deathbringers 
are coming to take over the galaxy! 
This horde of criminals of many 
different species must be stopped at 
all costs, and only A.M.C. can do il 

fhe Astro Marine Corps patrol 
the galaxy armed to the feeth — to 
cope with any eventuality1 they're 
equipped with nine types of 
weapons grenades, flamethrowers, 
conventionale) photolasers, triple 
shooting photolasers (which covers 
you on all sides), positron shields 

for temporary immunity and F E D 
(Totally Effective Discharge) to wipe 
out everything in sight And will 
they need all tins hardware1 

Facing gianl A-34 Walkers, the 
enormous reptilian Krouer and the 
huge armoured cyborg known us 
the Great Alien King, to name but 
a lew of the 25 different characters, 
won't be fun! Only tin- Ix-si A.M.C. 
member will survive 

Dinamic promise double plane 
scroll and non f lash full colour, and 
ihe screen shots look well hard 
get your trigger fingers ready, 
A M ( wi l l fx- here soon' you on all sides), positron shields | A M C w i l lbe here voori' 

* 

Right, enough crystal balls! More 
next munf. Where's the reviews 
then. . .? 
29 CRASH A P R I L 



DON'T MISS AN ISSUE!! 

& SAVE OVER £5!! 
Yes! Become a subscriber to 
CRASH for 12 months for just 
£15.40! (Mainland UK only) By 
subbing, compared to the shop 
price of 12 issues at £20.40, 

you'll be saving yourself 
£5.10!! And you'll be saving 

even more because any special 
issues cost £1.95 — but you 
don't pay extra when you're a 

subber!! Subbers outside 
mainland UK now save £3.00 on 

previous prices!! 

EARLY WARNING: If you wish to 
start your new sub with issue 76 
send in your coupon no later than 
30th March 1990 
• BRILLO GAMES 
EVERY MONTH ON THE 
POWERTAPE!! 
• ALL THE LATEST 
SPECCY GAMES!! 
• THE HOTTEST 
HINTS, TIPS AND 
POKES!! 
• SMASHING TOP 
PRIZE COMPOS 
THE NATION'S 
PLAYING OUR GAMES!! 
FORM 

I would like to subscribe to CRASH 
for 12 issues. I want: 
• 12 MONTH MAINLAND 
UK SUB: £15.40 
• 12 MONTH OUTSIDE 
MAINLAND UK SUB: 
£22.00 
• 12 MONTH EUROPE AIR 
MAIL SUB: £35.00 

1 : 9 
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USE THE ORDER 
FORM ON THE 

HYPERMARKET PAGE!! 
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The exciting new SAM Coupe computer is at a shop near you. 

Do you have a favourite computer store ? 
- If so which is it 
Name Town 

Please send me details of my local SAM Coupe stockists: 

Name 

Address:- — 

C. 

MILES GORDON TECHNOLOGY Pk 
lakeside 

Phoenix Way, 
Swansea SA7 9EH 

Fi a i i 
MILES GORDON TECHNOLOGY pic 

Lakeside, Phoenix Way 
Swansea SA7 9EH 
Tel: 0792 791100 
Fax: 0792 791175 
Telex: 48297 JOYTEL G 



RAINBOW ISLANDS 
Ocean OFFER: £7.99 cass 

£11.99 disk 
FOURTH DIMENSION 
Hewson OFFER: £10.44 

cass £15.99 disk 
CASTLE MASTER 

Domark OFFER: £7.99 cass 
A £11.99 disk 

CYBERBALL 
Domark OFFER: £7.99 cass 

£11.99 disk 
DR DOOM'S REVENGE 

Empire OFFER: £7.24 cass 
£10.44 disk 

HEY!! NOTE OUR NEW 
TELEPHONE NUMBER 

FOR MAIL ORDER 

0584 875851 
ORDER ACTION 
Apart from our highly recommended 
games list, you can order any game 
released by a major software house to 
date, on cassette or disk. You'll save 
loads of dosh and all orders include 
VAT and postage. If you wish to order a 
game not included in the above list 
please use the following Special Offer 
discount table to calculate your Offer 
price from the recommended retail 
price quoted on the software houses 
adverts. 
SPECIAL OFFER DISCOUNTS 
RRP OFFER SAVE 
8.95 7.20 1.75 
8.99 7.24 1.75 
9.95 7.95 2.00 
9.99 7.99 2.00 
12.95 10.40 2.55 
12.99 10.44 2.55 
14.95 11.95 3.00 
14.<£9 11.99 3.00 
1939 15.99 4.00 
For any discounts not listed here ring 

our hotline on 0584 87 5851 and ask 
for mail order. Remember, apply the 
discounts to RRP prices only, not 
our discounted offer prices quoted 
on this paged Prices valid for 
UK/Eire/Europe only. For overseas 
orders please add £2.00 per item for Air 
Mail delivery. Not all products will have 
been released at press time. Goods will 
be dispatched as soon as possible. 
Customers will be informed of any long 
delays. 

BACK ISSUES 
FILL THAT 
CRASH GAP!! 
BACK ISSUES COST £1.70 EACH 
EXCEPT ISSUES 71 AND 72 WHICH 
COST £1.95 EACH 

68 Four freaky games! Rockman 
(Mastertronic)l Temple of Vran 
(Incentive)! Super Sleuth (Gremlin)l 
Sceptre Of Bagdad (Atlantis)! INSIDE: 
Tusker's hunt for the Elephants" 
Graveyard! Tips and a Rick Dangerous 
Map special!! 

69 Four flippy games on tape!! Super 
Soccer (Ocean), Zanthrax (Powertape). 
Delta Wing (Mastertronic), The Final 
Mission (Incentive)!! INSIDE: System 
3's new duo! The Defender Light Gun 
explored! Plus all the action and heaps 
of tips! 

70 Four fun games on tape! Pogo 
(Ocean)! Sam Stoat (Gremlin)! Chiller 
(Maslertronic), Action Farce II 
(Powertape)! INSIDE: Arcade action! 
Comix! Football poster! More Rick 
Dangerous mapped! 

71 Six smashing games on tape! 
Cosmic Wartoad (Ocean)l Super 
Stuntman (CodeMasters)! Incredible 
Shrinking Fireman (Mastertronic)t 
Locomotion (Mastertronic)! Deja Vu 
(Powertape)! HyperLane (PowerTape)! 
INSIDE: CD on the Speccy preview 
interview! Mel Croucher checks out the 
SAM Coupe and tells us about writing a 
manual! Tips. Jetman and toads more!! 

72 Five fantastic games on tape!! Split 
Personalities (Domark)! Dizzy II 
Special CRASH Edition 
(CodeMasters)! Winter Wonderland 
(Incentive)! Action Biker (Maslertronic)! 
Stars & Stripes (PowerTape)! INSIDE: 
Bo Jangeborg interview! Dizzy — are 
the Oliver Twins completely potty?! Plus 
tips, reviews and loads more! 

73 Four fab games on tape!' Eskimo 
Eddie (Ocean)! Apache Gold 
(Incentive)! Jason's Gem 
(Mastertronic)! Egghead (Powertape)! 
Plus Pokemanta! INSIDE: Speccy CD 
system tested! Arcades! All the games 
and action In Live Circuit!! 

74 Four frog-like games on tape!! 
Gilligan's Gold (Ocean)' 1985 
{Mastertronic)! Karyssia — Part I 
(Incentive)! Mission Fallout 
(PowerTape)! INSIDE. The Sam Coupe 
— the complete guide to the super 
Speccy — four page special!! Big fat 
Budget bonanza! DJ Nidto and more! 

VERY CHEAP GAMES INDEED! 
SAVE CCCs WITH 
INFOGRAMESU 
TIN TIN ON THE MOON 

£6.99 cass 
£9.99 disk 

PURPLE SATURN DAY 
£6.99 cass 
£9.99 disk 

STIR CRAZY 
FEATURING BOBO 

£6.99 cass 
£9.99 disk 

CRASH 
NAME 

MAIL ORDER 

ADDRESS 

PDSTP.OnF 
PHONE No 

Description 

Method of payment (please tick) 
Access • Visa • ChequeiJ Postal Order • 

Price 

Total 

Credit Card No 

Expiry date 

SIGNATURE 
Make cheques and postal orders payable to CRASH Ltd. Send this form to: 
NEWSFIELD, CRASH HYPERMARKET. LUDLOW. SHROPSHIRE SY8 1JW 



THIS SORT OF 
BILL IF YOU 
PAY FOR THEM 

THIS SORT OF 
BILL IF 

YOU DON'T 

A pirated game could result 
in a visit from you 
know who. 
THIS CAMPAIGN IS ORGANISED BY 

EUROPEAN LEISURE SOFTWARE 
PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION 

Any information on piracy 
should be passed to 
The Federation Against Software Theft. 
Telephone 01-240 6756 

PIRACY 
IS THEFT 



PLAYING 

April, what a month, eh, ladz? 
What with planning April fool 
jokes and drooling over the 
loads of Easter eggs to scoff, 
I've found it hard to find time 
to write the tips. That's why 
the next four pages are 
blank... ha, I bet that had you 
worried! No? Alright then: 

I've really got some great 
maps of Ghouls and Ghosts, 
tips on a mountain of games 
including Snoopy, 
Ghostbusters // and a slightly 
alternative guide to playing 
Hard Drivin'l I really don't 
know how I've managed to 
squeeze it all into this small 
space. The £40 of software 
this month goes to none other 
than Lee Guest of 
Wolverhampton for his speed 
in completing Snoopy. 

So what else is new in 
CRASH Towers, I hear you 
cry! (For a start DJ Nicko has a 
girlfiend — Ed) Believe it or 
not, we are (or have by the 
time you read this) moving to 
a posh new office the other 
side of sleepy Ludlow. No 
more complaining about the 
rising damp or blaming the 
wet carpet on Mark Caswell — 
it's all brand spanking new! 
Cor, I wonder where I'm going 
to put my gigantic collection 
of old cassettes? In the bin 
probably! 

SNOOPY 
You've got a very big head 
and no hair Charlie Brown!'. 
A/ell that's what Snoopy would 
•robably say if he could talk. 
Ves, it's two complete 
solutions to the brill game 
Featuring everybody's favourite 
beadle, and no I don't mean 
Jeremy! This is from Lee 
Pedigree Chum' Guest of 
Wolverhampton. 

Solution One 
First of all pick up the bowl, eat 
the food then drop the bowl Next 
go into the kennel, pick up the 
typewriter, go outside the kennel, 
type a letter, put typewriter back 

in the kennel and pick up letter 
Give letter to Charlie Brown 
Next pick up cookie jar. eat 
cookies (yum, yum) and make 
your way to the river bank Catch 
the frog in the jar then drop the 
jar with the frog in it. Next find the 
football (usually outside the 
school). Stand on the edge of the 
river bank and throw it into the 
water (this gives you the space 
filler so you can jump across the 
whole river). Next find the 
catapult, pick it up (it's usually 
under the apple tree). Correct 
timing is essential here: jump 
from the river edge onto the first 
barrel, immediately jump off the 
barrel onto the stump, get the 
timing of the ball and other barrel 
right, then keep jumping until 
you're on the other side (this is 
very tricky, but practice makes 
perfect). 

Now you re at the well Wait for 
balloons to fly up. and fire at 
them with the catapult, take the 
pump (don't worry about jumping 
back, because if you fall in you're 
put back on the other side!). 
Next, drop the pump under the 
tree with the kite in it. Go to 
Linus' house and take the rubber 
ring from Lucy drop the rubber 
ring under the same tree (be 
careful not to drop it anywhere 
else as you can't pick it up 
again!). Now pick up the pump 
and stand under the rubber ring, 
pump up the ring. When the ring 
is inflated drop the pump and 
walk to the left side of the screen 
Face the ring and press jump, 
making sure you wilt jump 
through the rubber ring This wilt, 
if you were in the right place, 
knock the kite from the tree. 

Pick up the kite, make your 
way to the scoreboard screen 
and drop the kite Charlie Brown 
will usually be on this screen 
now. If he is. give the kite to him. 
if not give it him when you see 
him. Charlie will fly the kite on 
the screen with the apple in the 
tree, when he does, pick up the 
key he's dropped Go to the 
school, in the locker room there's 
a locker with a bit of towel 
showing Open it with the key 
and pick up the towel Finally 

give the towel to Linus and start 
the tape! 

Solution Two 
Do everything as in Solution 
One until you get the pump Take 
the pump to the score board, 
drop the pump Go to Linus' 
house and take the rubber ring 
from Lucy. Drop it in between the 
rain cloud and the score board 
Use the pump to inflate the 
rubber ring, drop the pump, walk 
to the right of the screen, face the 
cloud and jump through the ring: 
you should now be on the other 
side of the cloud Pick up the 
brick, walk to the tree with the 
apple in iL throw the brick at the 
apple: thelapple will fall. 

Take the apple to the teacher's 
desk in the school. It should be 
exchanged for a whistle. Pick up 
the whistle and blow it next to 
Peppermint Paddy This wakes 

her up and she'll drop a pair of 
scissors. Drop the whistle, take 
the scissors. Go to Charlie 
Brown s house On the doorstep 
is a parcel, use the scissors to 
open it. Drop the scissors and 
pick up the bust Take it to Linus' 
house and give it to Schroeder 
Walk right until you get to Lucy 
Just as you're about to get to her 
she disappears. Turn around and 
go back to the kitchen. With a bit 
of luck the washing machine door 
will be open, and lying on the 
floor is the towel Finally give the 
towel to Linus and start the tape. 

If you get bored! 
A handy little lip this one. If you 

are getting a little peeved with all 
the stomping about, just get 
either the scissors or the bust 
and drop them in the rain cloud 
from the (eft side Snoopy is 
dragged away by Charlie Brown 
and the game crashes! 

THE UNTOUCHABLES 
Another brilliant game from 
Ocean.The Untouchables is a 
real challenge with bottles and 
bullets flying everywhere. You 
now have someone to help you 
out on level two, Guy Wilkes of 
Leicester to be exact, with a 
few tips and a map. 
• Although the map may not look 
all that useful it is essential as it 
tells you where the next barrel is. 
Once you've shot barrel one go 
for barrel two. barrel three, etc. 
When you get to barrel 20. shoot 
it then go for barrel one. two. etc 

again. You must shoot 32 barrels 
to finish the level. 
* For the rest of the game it's 
important that Stone. Ness and 
Wallis survive, so once one is on 
low energy swop to someone 
else 
+ The worst thing lo be hit by is 
a flying bottle, so dodge these at 
all costs 
• Another good lip is to keep 
holding down fire If anyone, or a 
barrel, is in the way you'll gelt em 
straight away 

GHOST-BUSTERS II 
Who ya gonna call? Me, 
because I've got the solution 
to this sliming good game from 
Activision. Jonathan Egon is my 
hero Hodgson of Barnard 
Castle, Co. Durham Is the 
ghostbuster who's sent this in. 
Now where's my Ghostbusters 
bendy toy and Ecto 1? I bet my 
brothers swiped 'eml 

Level 1 - Solution 
Collect all the three parts then fill 
up the bottle at the bottom of the 
shaft. 
Level 2 - Solution and Tips 
Don't shoot, just run into the 
small monsters as they come in 
sets After each set you get new 
energy. The only ones you need 
to worry about are the bigger 
monsters: shoot them with all 
your might. 
Level 3 - Solution and Map 
Get all four men down safely, 

then start. Get the baby (mairked 
with a *) and blast the man. Wigo 
will come (the baby has now 
gone), take Peter and Egon and 
with two lasers blast Vigo. 
Winston is now possessed 
Shoot him with one laser and he 
will move, move him to the 
picture frame and you ve worn! 
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CHEAT 

DIZZY 2 * 
On the title screen hold down 
the keys P, O and A. Then 
press ENTER. Keep them all 
pressed until the game starts 
and Dizzy's arms move. Press 
C and Dizzy should disappear! 
Use Z and X to select the 
screen you want now, and 
space to resume play. 
Remember you still need the 
snorkel to go in the water. 
(Jonathan Hale) 

CHASE 
HQ 
When you redefine the keys 
type in 'SHOCKED' and then 
ENTER. A menu will come up, 
and you can select these 
options on the logo screen... 1-
5: view logo animation, 6: enter 
hi-score. Select these options 
while playing the game... 1: 
restart level, 2: next level, 3: go 
to the end screen, 4: extra 
credits. 
(Allan Cooper) 

OPERATION 
THUNDER-
BOLT 
Define your keys as 7-up, 6-
down, 8-ieft, 9-right, 0-fire and 
rosket-SPACE. P layer one can 
now choose '1' aind player two 
can choose '2'. Select a two 
player game, and if you're 
using an interface 2 joystick 
you can control both guns. 
Double fire power! 
(Stuart 'pass us another butty' 
Manning) 

THE 
UNTOUC-
HABLES 
If you get onto the high score 
table type in 'HUMPHREY 
BOGART*. Pressing 
Q, W and E on any level will take 
you to the next level. 
(Julie Woolwortb) 

WAR 
MACHINE 
The screen codes for the map 
in the game are 0:963,1:321 
and 2:149. 
(Steve Haw) 

SAIGON 
COMBAT 
UNIT 
To get on to part two of the 
game the password is 
'STARLIGHT'. 
(Steve Haw) 

ESKIMO 
EDDIE 
Merge the basic loader, and on 
line 30 before the RANDOMIZE 
USR statement type 'POKE 
24686,24: POKE 24687,26' then 
RUN the program. When the 
game has loaded you should 
now go straight to the maze. 
(Christopher Paramore) 

POKEMANIA 
It's your monthly fix of 
positively precious POKEs 
from the master of the 
multiface, Mr Graham TURNIP 
Mason. And has he come up 
with the goods on the cover 
cassette of this issue! Just 
take a look at what's on offer... 
Coloseum - Infinite gladiators 
Score 3020 - Infinite balls (!) 
Rock - 254 cars 
Guardian II - Infinite ships and 
smart bombs 
Saigon Combat 1 - Infinite men, 
g.enades and bullets 
Saigon Combat 2 - Infinite men, 
grenades and bullets 
Skatin* USA - CHEATS! 

Myth - 255 lives 
Space Harrier II - lots of men 
Skateboard Kidz - Infinite lives 
That should keep you tot 
occupied for another month. 
Now it's time for a little 
request. Stop phoning 
directory inquiries *o try and 
get Graham's number! He 
happens to be ex-directory so 
all the people who have been 
doing this have been getting 
the number for another Mason: 
an old lady in fact, who lives 
up the road from Turbo. She 
isn't very happy about running 
an answering service, so from 
now on please write instead, 
OK? 

MYTH 
More solution to this mega 
game. This tlmp levels two, 
three, four and five! Finish this 
little lot and you'll have 
completed the whole game. 
Well don't thank me (you 
wouldn't anyway), thank Jamie 
Cummings and Paul Hesp. What 
ladz! 

Level Two - Greece 400 BC 
1. Smash all pots you find. 
2. Water does not kill you. 
3. Smash all chests. 
Get orb, stand facing the base of 
the statue and use your sword 
(the statue should blow up), r. 
stand next to the statue as on the 
first screen and hit the statue 
repeatedly until it blows up. 
Collect bag. r. go up to statue 
until it transforms, go off the 
screen to the left then back on 
and hide behind the pillar. Wait 
for the demon to go off the 
screen, r, get orb. r, get orb, r. 
stand inside the temple, crouch 
down. Deflect Medusa's spits 
with your shield, go to the 
platform in front of Medusa and 
get her with your sword. Select 
bag, wait for the head to turn 
square and then collect it, get 
orb, I, r, r, r. select Medusa's 
head, fire at Hydra's head until it 
vanishes, I, I, drop onto ledge, r, 
blast at middle head until it 
vanishes, do the same with the 
bottom head, collect orb, I, t, I, I, 
crouch in the temple, collect 
master icon, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, select 
master icon, stand on teleport 
pad. 

Level Three • Scandinavia 
1. Break all pots. 
2. Trolls are killed with fireballs. 
3. Water kills you on this level. 
4. Ghosts cannot be killed. 
Kill all Vikings until fireballs are 
found. Go to the far right of the 
screen and get orb, I, I, get orb, r, 
r, r, break chest at the top of the 
screen, get scroll, r, r. select 
scroll, wait for the fire to be 
extinguished. Walk to the gfave, 

get the key, r. get orb, r, r. kill 
dragon with daggers from the 
dead trolls, r. get orb, r. select 
key, r, select lightning bolts and 
walk up to the statue's feet: fire 
repeatedly at the statue until it 
blows up. Get orb. I, I, I, get 
master icon. 1,1,1.1,1,1, select 
master icon, stand on the teleport 
pad 

Level Four - Egypt, 3000 BC 
1. Don't use the head dress blots 
until notified. 
2. Learn the booby trapped 
stones. 
3. Kick all boxes. 
4. Be careful. 
R, select gun, shoot pyramid 
twice, r, d. as in level two go to 
far right doorway and kneel 
down, r, get orb. r, r. kick vase, I, 
I, I, kneel in doorway. Go to the 
next doorway on the right and 
kneel down, I, get orb. I, I. kick 
jar. r, r, r, kneel in doorway, go to 
the next doorway on the right and 
kneel down, kick chest, get head 
dress, r. r. kick chest, get Ankh. If 
you need more lives walk 
underneath the Ankh sign on the 
same screen and stay there, this 
will replenish your lives. L, I, I, get 
orb, I. kick jar. r, r, kneel in 
doorway, go through the next 
doorway to the right and knee! 
down, r, get orb, r, r, r, kick jar, 1.1. 
1.1, kneel in doorway, the eye 
should be flashing Select the 
eye icon and walk over the 
flashing eye. Use the gun to kill 
mummies, r. r, r, r, select jars and 
wait for the flashing jars in the 
ground to all light up. r, select 
head dress, kill monster head 
dress, get orb, r, get master icon, 
kneel in doorway, I, select master 
icon, stand on teleport pad. 
Level Five • The Duel With 
Dameron 
Wait at the bottom of the screen 
for Dameron to come on, fire like 
hell at his mouth: his mouth 
should explode (yuk!). Then do 
the same for his eyes (double 
yuk!), then his back intestines 
(pass me the bucket!), and finally 
his brain (bloik!). 
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Another Playing Tips under 
my belt (phworl) and I'm off to 
annoy Robin Candy up in the 
TGM offices. I'm supposed to 
be the manager of the band. 
Fused, he has formed with 
arty person Mark Kendrick, — 
and managers are supposed 
to annoy their 'artistes', aren't 
they? I think I'll just lock them 
both in a dark room and tell 
them to come up with 
something that doesn't sound 
like Depeche Mode - an 
impossibility perhaps? Never 
mind. I'll still be here next 
month waiting to give you 
another dose of tipping 
madness. Send all your tips, 
maps and cheats to... 
NEWSFIELD, NICK TRUE 
LOVE' ROBERTS. PLAYING 
TIPS. CRASH. LUDLOW. 
SHROPSHIRE. SY8 1JW. But 
please, no more Graham 
'TURBO' Mason letters please, 
send them straight to him. 
Byel 
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SOFT 
OPTIONS 

SOFT OPTIONS 
6 HOPE STREET 

HANLEY 
STOKE ON TRENT 
TEL: 0782 204269 

SALE SALE SALE SALE 
SPECTRUM 

Operalkxi ThyndertJoh . 
Cabal 
Stum Cat Race* 
Stnder 
Grand PnxMasier 
KtckOH 
Myth 
Fight. ng Soccer 
Tuskc 
Ghost BustersII 
Chase HQ _ -
HardDnvin' 
Power Orfi 
The Untouchables 
Turbo Outrun. 
Dragon Spirit 
lronlord..._ 
Double Dragon 11. 
Dragon Ninja.. 

Dangerous 
RoboCop.. 

690 
675 
699 
690 
699 
699 
799 
699 
699 
699 
699 
699 

.... 699 
690 
699 
690 
699 
699 

.... 650 
699 
699 

Batman theMowe.... 699 
Operation Wo*' 6.50 
A P B - 699 
Toobin 699 
Thunder&rds 699 
30Pool 599 
The National 699 
R-Type 399 
Afterburner 399 

SPECTRUM CUARAJKE 
RAINBOW ISLANDS 

690 

TRJVIA 
299 

GALAXY F06CE 
399 

SPY HUNTER 
299 

FOXXRGHTS 
299 

SCRUPLES 
299 

SILENT SERVICE 
499 

THEMUNCHER 
I 1 2 K only) 

399 

FIRE & FORGET 
299 

NEMESIS 
299 

KMGHTORC 
399 

SPECTRUM CLEARANCE 
Barbarian I I . . . 299 
19 Boot Camp. 299 
Captain Blood 299 
Bote Full House 259 
Hysteria 199 
Loads of Midnight 299 
Goth* 100 
Vixen 299 
.astMofiican 199 
Nmja Hamster 199 
Soldierof Light 239 
Super Sprint _ 199 
Sentmal. 1.99 
Tetns 2.99 
Wolf Man _ . . . 199 
Blood Valiev 199 
Marauder 299 
Fernandas Musi t k .. 2 99 
Time and Magik. 3 .95 
The Fury 199 
Kryton Factor 399 
BiockbustersGoldrun.. 259 
GameO«r2. . . 
Platoon 
Ikari Warriors 
Biasteiwds... 
Garfield 2 
Postman Pai 
Predator 
Salamander .. 

SPECTRUM 
Vigilante 
Renegade III 
Forgotten Worlds 
CarnetCommand . . . . 
The Deep 
Ai: World Games 
Crosswise 
Black Lamp.. . 
Mega Apocalypse 
Enduro Racer 
G w > Beret— 
Top Gun -
Bubble Bobble a....... 
Death Before Dishonour 
Batnan ,. 
SkateOaiy 
1942 
Super Sports 
Bards Tale... 
Gunship 
CrazyCars 
WarmMtffcEarth 
fun School 2 (under S | . 
Fun School 2 iWyrs).... 
Fun School 2 lOrtfSyfsl 
Exploding Rst -
Gary Lineker's Soccer.. 
Side Arms 
Jailbreak 
Paperboy 

SALE 
SPECTRUM SPECIAL OFFERS 

Subway Viglante - 2.99 
Spitfire 4C . 299 

75 Strife F e w Harrier 159 
95 MrH* : 699 
99 Eliminator 299 
99 intensity 299 
99 Night Rj.oer 2.99 
99 Beach Volley 675 
99 Kenny Dalgitshifte Match I.. 699 
99 Manchester Uwed 699 
99 Heftfire Attack 199 
99 Blood Wych 699 
99 Nubuius — 2.99 
99 ACE2088 299 
99 Ai en Syndrome 299 
99 The Wrier 399 
99 The Animator. 399 
.99 Steaith Fighter 6.99 
" " 299 99 GIHero 
99 Savaoe 
99 Virus" 
50 h e r e t o * Hulk 
99 Bosconian 

299 
299 

99 m p i 
.99 Quartet 1.99 
99 Master Chess 199 

But* Rogers 199 
99 Beyond thelcePaiace 299 
.99 hopping Mad.. 299 
'.99 Titan ... 2.99 

239 CaesartheCat 299 

SPECTRUM COMPtATIONS 
10 GREAT GAMES 2 

Aufwiederseher Monty. Mask. 
J3<* the Nipper II. Duct Samurai 

Trilogy, Convoy Raider. Bazil 
Mouse Desecitve, Death Wish 3 
Thing Bounces Back. The Final 

Matrix 
A U 10 GAMES 750 

10 GREAT GAMES VOL 3 
10th Frame, fi/etord, Ranarama, 

Fighter Pilot Leaderboard, 
Rocco, Survivor. City S W W , 

Dragontorc, impossabaii 
A U 10 GAMES 650 

10 MEGA GAMES 
Hercules. Blood Brothers 

Cyberniod, Mask 2. Blood Valley. 
Tour De Force, Noah Star. 

Masters of the Unrverse. 
Deflector, Tnaxos 

ALL 10 GAMES 5 99 

SOCCER SPECTACULAR 
Football Manager, Peter 

Beardsleyi Soccer. World 
Champions, Handball 

Maradonna, Soccer Supremo 
ONLY 6 99 

SALE TIME AT SOFT OPTIONS - CAN YOU AFFORD TO MISS THESE. 
ALL ORDERS SENT 1st CLASS POST, P&P UNDER £5 

75p, OVER £5 P&P IS FREE 
IN STOCK ITEMS DESPATCHED BY RETURN 

SALE SALE SALE SALE 
SPECTRUM 

COMPILATIONS 
100% DYNAMITE 

Double Dragon. Last Nmp H 
Wee Le Mans, Afterburner 

SPECIAL PRICE 995 
KARATE ACE 

Kung Fu Master, Bruce Lee, 
Avenger, Way of the Exploding 

Rst Way of the Tiger, Uchi Mala, 
Samurai Trilogy 

ALL 7 GAMES: 99 
SPACE ACE 

North Star, Tranior, Zynaps, 
Xevious. Venom Strikes Bad, 

Cyberrvwd. Xelon 
ALL 7 GAMES 6 99 

FLIGHT ACE 
Adv Tactical Fighter. Heathrow 
Air Traffic Control, Strike Force 
Harrier, TomahaM. Spitfire AO. 

Ace 
ALL 6 GAMES £39 

GOLD. SILVER. BRONZE 
Summer Games 1, Summer 

Games 2. Winter Games 
ONLY 7 99 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Football Manager I) + Expansion 

Kn 
ONLY 699 

SPECTRUM SPECIAL OffERS 
Arnhem 6.75 
Gaipoli 6.50 
Yankee ... 639 
Auster1"tithe Campaign 9 50 
Napoleon ai War 6.99 
Overlord .675 
Anoern Battles 1095 
Guadalcanal 199 
Roundneads 399 
Vulcan 
Bismart 
Desert Rats 
Zulu Wars .. 
Bliukreig. 
Nato Alert 
Sta'mgrad ... 
Overlords 

Wellington i t 
T Brook 
Special Operations 
SwwdsofBane 
Conflicts H 
The General . . . . . . . 
SOI 
CYega Flight Sim 
Invasion Force 

aterloo 

699 
499 
675 
599 
699 
699 
699 
299 
499 
950 
3.99 
339 
239 
399 
995 
399 
699 
995 

SPECTRUM DISC 
Overlord 
Stalingrad 
Time and Magic 
Four Smash Hits 
Lanceaiot... 
Tetrs 4.99 
Action Force H 439 
AndyCapp 439 
RoboCop 10.99 
Operation Thunderbolt 1099 
Microprose Soccer 1099 
TurboOutiun. .. ._ 1099 
Power Ohft 1099 
O w e H Q 1099 
Hard Dfivtn" 1099 
Ghost Busters II 1199 
Cabal 1099 
The Untouchables. 10.99 
Butcher Hill 699 
Passing Shot _ . 6 9 9 
Beyond the ice Palace 599 

ANNALS OF ROME 
699 

Oommator 
Soldier of Fortune.,. 
Fernandez Must Che. 
TneMuncher 
CarnerCommand 
S p a c e H a m e r 2 . J 
Double Drgon 2 

699 
699 
699 
699 

1299 
1099 
1199 

Please send me the following titles: ( C R 0 4 ) 
Title 

Amount 

P & P (if applicable) 

Total amount 

N a m e 

Address 

Telephone No 



OFor all speedy Gonzales amongst us 
MGT have started shipping the 3 .5" 

Sam disk drives. We got Franco Frey to 
give us the low-down... 
• True, the Sam Coupe can speed 
up cassette loading and saving 
times to the very limits of your 
audio cassette recorder — thanks 
to its variable writing and reading 
speed (certainly a lot faster than 
the Spectrum) —, but unfortunately 
normal audio tape recorders are 
simply not designed for high speed 
digital data rates and what's more, 
do not provide randomn access to 
your data storage. So if you're fed 
up with the obligatory save-wait-
yawn load-wait-yawn cycle, or if 
you're into serious computing 
[what on earth are you doing 
reading CRASH!), get hold of the 
Sam disk drive for time-warp 
action. 

SAM Dos, the disk operating 
system on the Coupe, is a pretty 
nifty piece of software which 
doesrt't hang about, and provides 
impressive storage capacity. A 
disk will provide all of 780K 
storage (compare that with your 
archetypal 48K Spectrum game) 
and compares favourably with the 
big blue brother IBM 3.5" 
standard of 720K (double density). 
SAMDos organises the data in 
51 2K sectors and 80 tracks. 

Disciple and Plus D owners will be 
pleased to know they don't have to 
throw away their old disks in 
despair: SAMDos reads them, but 
cannot write to them. Programmers 
will find the usual disk commands 
including such goodies as 
wildcard, command route and 
autoload support. Advanced users 
will be pleased about sector 
reading and writing, but 
programmers will delight at the 
SNAPSHOT file creation, which 
allows the transfer of programs 
from cassette to disk. It's limited to 
48K Spectrum software and works 
like this: First you boot the Coupe 
drive, then you load the Spectrum 
cassette with a LOAD "T:fite-nome" 
command. Pressing the Coupe's 
BREAK button will halt the program 
and allow you either to save the 
current screen or the whole 
program to disk. End of the 
cassette struggle. In future all you 
do is load the program from disk 
with a normal disk load instruction 
within seconds, not minutes! 

If ail this means anything to you, 
start saving up for the SAM drive, 
it's a reasonable £89.95, ond you 
don't have to be a hexa-dextrous 

person to fit the unit into the 
computer: unclip the drive slot 
cover, insert the drive into the 
recess, press it home until the 
connection is fully made ond 
secure it with two screws, voila! A 
piece of cake... 

LLOYD 
MANGRAM'S 
SAM COUPE 

This had better mean a pay 
rise! Another letters column 
especially for SAM Coupe 
owners _ it's just one of 
CHASH's contributions to 
support the new micro and its 
users. I want to hear 
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p a g e is s a m c o m p a t i b l e 

everything about that new 
computer in your life _ so drop 
me a line, the address is: 
NEWSFIELD, SAM FORUM, 
CRASH. LUDLOW, 
SHROPSHIRE SY8 1JW. 

Dear Lloyd, 
I've recently bought a Coupe 
and on the whole I am very 
pleased. 

Let me first point out the 
one bad thing: the Spectrum 
compatibility tape included 
with the computer. Please 
readers, if your thinking about 
buying a Coupe to 'improve' or 
modernize' your Spectrum 
software then you've got it 
quite wrong. 

The Coupe runs less than 
half your software, sad, but 
true. To load a Spectrum game 
you must first load a utility 
which changes Spectrum code 
to SAM format and this does 
not as MGT say make your 
software collection about '90%' 
compatible; for example out of 
the many games that I tried to 
load only the following 
worked: Strider 48K, Ghouls 
and Ghosts 48K, Joe Blade 3 
48K, Robocop 48K, LED Storm 
48K. 

The COUPE won't run 128K 
software at all. The following 
games would not work: Chase 
HQ 48K, Batman the Movie 
48K, Dizzy 3 48K, Olli and Lisa 
3 48K, Spooked 48K. 

Anyway, as far as 1 know 
MGT are bringing out a second 
Spectrum compatibility 
cassette which allows about 
75% of software to run, and all 
Ocean software (yeah1 

Batman, Chase HQ etc). So to 
all software houses: from now 
on when you bring out a 
Spectrum game, please try and 
make it Coupe compatible or 
you will disappoint the many 
Coupe owners. 
Andrew Laggan, Cramlington 
NE23 7AG, 

Complete compatibility is a 
problem at the moment, 
though as you say MGT are 
working on it _ and we've 
heard rumours of the 
developement of a 128K 
emulator. Let's hope we don't 
have to wait too long. 
LM 

Dear Lloyd 
More of the new Sam Coupe' 
screens please I was reading 
page 54 of issue 71 and I was 
thinking 'Eee by gum. Why 
doesn't CRASH do a section on 
Sam Screens?' If this letter is 
printed and you decide to 
make the section, I will 
promise to spread the word 
about the Coupe, CRASH, 
coupe screens, etc. 

Good deal eh? 
Ben Spiers, Henley-on-Thames 
R69 IPX 

Indeed — as the Flash! 
package is really the only 
piece of Coupe software 
around, let's see what new 
users can do with it. Send 
your artistic creations to the 
usual address marking the 
envelope SAM SCREENS — 
we'll print the best ones (and 
try and get some prizes too!). 
LM 

Dear Lloyd 
Here is a list of some software 
I've successfully loaded on the 
SAM Coupe: Savage - Firebird, 
Rebelstar 1 & 11 - Firebird, 
Marauder • Hewson, 
Earthhght - Firebird. The 
Sentinel • Firebird. Feud -
Bulldog, Hyper bowl -
Mastertronic, Blasteroids -
Imageworks, Ace - Cascade, 
Commando - Elite, Laser 
Squad - Blade (LOAD title 
screen, BREAK, LOAD CODE. 
RANDOMIZE USR 24104), 

Turbo Esprit • Durell, 
Spherical - Rainbow Arts. 
Brainstorm - Firebird. Arcade 
Flight Sim - CodeMasters. 
Rally Sim - Zeppelin. Draconus 
• Zeppelin, PSI Chess - Micro. 
Yours sincerely 
Someone in Stockport. 
Cheshire. 

Anymore compatible games? 
Do let us know! 
LM 

Dear Lloyd 
I must write and let you know 
the problems we've been 
having whilst trying to 
purchase a SAM Coupe for our 
13 year old for Christmas 1989. 

Many telephone calls have 
been made to Swansea and 
Harlow and many promises of 
delivery dates to Harlow 
Computers have come and 
gone. (I would just like to add 
this search began in October 
1989). 

I would like to know if there 
is anyone in the British Isles 
who has sucessfully purchased 
a SAM Coupe and if so where 
did they get it? 

Tim is still waiting for his 
Christmas pressy, and quite 
honestly at this rate I don't 
think he'll have it before 
Christmas 1991. 
Yours sincerely 
E R Broom (Mum), Harwich 
C012 5AZ. 

Oh dear! Coupes should now 
be happily trundling into the 
shops without any difficulty. 
But if you're still having 
problems, why not order one 
from MGT direct? 

VIEWS 
A c t i v i s i o n • £ 9 . 9 9 
c a s s o n l y 

It's into an apocalyptic 

future with Activision's 
latest beat-'em-up. A 

huge corporate body called 
Centro-Holografix controls 
the two largest cities on the 
planet with a rod ot iron. Tbe 
company is evil, run by a 
creature known only as The 
Master It controls normal 
humans (known as solids) 
with holographic hit squads. 
Two such warriors are 
Hammerlist (so called 
because of his hammer-
shaped cybernetic hands) 
and Metalisis. But whilst in 
their stasis holding-pens 
something goes terribly 
wrong: due to a computer 
error they 're fused into one 
form. Upset at this they/it 
want to find a way to split 
their personalities and revert 
to normal existence, only 
possible it the way back to 
Centro-Holografix is found. 

II is up to you to guide the 
amalgamated duo through 
four game loads filled with 
miriad creatures and danger 
to reach The Masters and 
wreak revenge. By switching 
from one half of the fused 
duo to the other you have 
their different characteristics 
at you disposal: 
Hammerfist's strength 
(though slow and clurmsy) 
and three weapons — laser 
gun. hammer fist and piston 
power fist, and Metalisis' 
unarmed combat and athletic 
agility. 

You start the game «n an 
underwater complex A w i d e 
range of enemy - hum;an, not 
so human and robotic try to 
knock down the energy level 
of the hero currently uinder 
control. But they re onlly half 
your trouble: a security 
system must be breacthed 
before you can exit eacch 
room 

As a bonus the destruction 
of the enemy bestows iicons 
that have differing effetcts. 
Some lop up your enerrgy 
levels, although headbutting 
a handy power point {when 
found) also has the s a m e 
effect. Ammo is limitedd. so 
Haranerftst must coliecct the 
laser and hammer fist ttop 
ups Don t mtss too majny 
icons because The Massterc 
energy level increases:: let 
this hit the top and skul fl 
icons appear which draam 
energy when touched 
Another problem faced i is 40 • CRASH A P R I L 
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NICK Hammerfist Is great! The subtle bland of 
arcade and strategy elements makes this a 

taxing and highly playable game. The enemy troops are 
tough so and so's, and their shear numbers will cost you life 
after life initially. But after a bit of practice a flick of the wrist 
changes you from shape lo shape without a thought. It was 
difficult to drag myaell away long enough lo write this 
comment, but you deserve to know what a classy piece ol 
programming this Is. The sprites are monochromatic, but the 
attention to detail on all character and background sprites are 
praiseworthy. Sound, a great tune and atmospheric sound ft, 
is fab too. Now all I have to do Is kick Mark off the computer 
and have another go. 9 4 % 

| Action and strategy combine in| 
Hammertistto produce an 
MMztaifly playable game. 

DR. DOOM'S REVENGE 

when vital Hems are only to 
be found on ledges 
Hammerfist can't reach. 
That's where Metalisis' 
gymnastic skills come in 
handy. 

The journey is a long and 
ireaeherous one, through 
water and desert, to reach 
The Masters and the final 
showdown: be prepared 
because they are! 

Although a lot ol blasling 
is needed to get anywhere, 
an equal amount of brain 
power must be employed. 
Switching between the two 
characters is essential to 
move anywhere, so you will 
need to perlorm some very 
quick changes tndeed. 
Hammerlisfs graphical 
details are quite stunning, 
especially the backdrops that 

i change from scene to scene. 
| The character sprites are 
! well drawn and smoothly 

animated, although the 
enemy creatures resemble 
rejects from a cutesy 
Japanese game, but these 
are post nuclear conflict 
times I suppose. Vivid Image 
and Activision have producec 
a 'must buy1 game! 

MARK 9 5 % 

Empire/Bedrock 
Software • £9.99 
cass, £14.99 disk 

Spiderman, Spiderman 
does whatever a spider 
can, spins a web any 

size dadada, dedede... Oops, 
$orry, got a bit carried away 
there, but all you true 
believers out there will be 
pleased lo know (or maybe 
nol) that two of Marrai 
comics' biggest stare, along 
with one of their biggest 
villains battle each other in 
Empire's latest game. Victor 
Von Doom, sell appointed 
dictator of the small 
European country of Latverla 
Is up to his usual dastardly 
tricks. 

He's pinched a US nuclear 
missile and now holds New 
York City to ransom. Either 

time). The game switches to 
and fro between two distinct 
parts. The usual arcade 
action sequences where our 
heroes battle The Rhino, 
Machette, Batroc and 
Electro. Two energy meters 
screen bottom monitor each 
combatant. Sptdey can hit 
and kick as well as fire 
webbing, whilst Cap slings 
his shield around. 
Interspersed are static 'fill In' 
screens of comic book style 
pages explaining the action 
as you go along, which is a 
nice touch. 

The 'comic book' is a 
wonderful idea, it's just a 
shame the rest of the game 
Is so poor. Character sprites 
are quite well drawn, but 
move more like puppets than 
the rough, tough super 
heroes we all know and love. 

M I S * tf D r Doom* Revenge Is simply an excuse tor a 
n i w I V beat-'em-up game. It all starts off looking 
pretty promising with a really good loading screen and good 
between level graphics in cartoon strip style. Btrt once it's 
loaded you have to pass through an annoying code-entering 
section to start — only to find a bad quality beal'em-up with 
unimpressive graphics when you gel there. The Marvel 
comics characters are here, sort of. Captain America, for 
example, is very blocky, and the game being In white 
monochrome doesn't help matters at all. Sound again is 
unimpressive, with only a silly blip when you hit someone. 

Dr Doom's Revenge Is a good example of trying to sell a 
game on the name of the character. Fans ol Dr Doom and all 
the other comic characters may buy it, but they wont have 
much fun playing it. 5 3 % 

PRESENTATION 17% 30 
r.AAPHICS M% > 
SOUND m H 
PlAYABiLITY m 

ADDOVfTY 83% Z 
123 C) 

the United States becomes a 
colony of Latveria, or the Big 
Apple goes BOOM. Of course 
no one is keen on either of 
Doom's plans, so they call on 
Peter Parker (aka 
Splderman), and Stave 
Rodgers (aka Captain 
America) lo go to the mad 
tyrant's castle In Latveria to 
thwart his evil doings. 

Ttie game starts with you 
being asked to choose a skill 
level, either Beginner, Hero 
or Superhero. After 
answering a few questions 
from the instruction manual 
to check you aren't a pirate, 
it's into the first scene. You 
control both Spidey and Wing 
Head (but not at the same 

The 'action' isn't any great 
shakes either just plugging 
away at an enemy thai wipes 
the floor with you every time 
Isn't my idea of fun. 

MARK 3 9 % 

PRESENTATION 

GRAPHICS 57% 
SOUND 43% 
PLAYABIUTY <7% 
ADOICnVfTY 

OVERALL 
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A 
Device) around 16 maze 
filled levels trying to destroy 
the eight Nuclear Power 
Supply Units that are 

scattered around. Your 
masters send drones out to 
stop you. Start with a puny 
blaster and collect more 

Hewson • £12.99 
cass, £17.99 disk 

Hawsoa bring us a 
compilation of fow 
new games: Kraal, 

Kllmax, Head The Ball and 
Super Cup. Kraal hit you as 
Epolog, a half human half 
alien with a minion: to 
mount a rebellion against the 
human masters on the planet 
Kraal. To ensure their 
destruction you must guide 
your ADO (Auto Destruction 

• J I f * Compilations are always the same, you get 
I w l w l \ some good games and some bad. 4th 
Dimension Is no exception. Kraal is the game that really 
grabs your attention. The presentation Is (tret class with 
some strange sort ot digitized speech and good colourful 
graphics. Sadly the game lacks playabillty. Head The Ball Is 
similar to Kraal in that il looks really slick bat has nothing to 
keep you coming back lor more. It's a sort of low budget 
Wizball. The ball bounces around, firing at the various aliens 
In an annoying manner, and just as you think you're getting 
somewhere, you bang into one and have to stall again1 

Super Cup: well, you saw how bad Kick Off was the other 
month. This is just as bad with stupid little footballers 
running around totally out ol control. Thereat a good tune 
though, so perhaps you could just forget the football and 
listen to that. Klimax, is In a similar vein to hundreds of 
games around: the 3-D style's been used so often the games 
all look the same. It's in mainly white monochrome with lots 
ol little robots running around, some look like typewriters 
and some like toasters! A simple tune and effects add some 

I fun, but I t* all been seen before. 5 9 % 
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powerful weapons with the 
destruction of security 
droids. 

In Kllmax the droids in a 
large Industrial complex 
have gone haywire. You 
patrol the complex In your 
ACE Mk2 Itnerceptor and 
must destroy all weapon 

E3a 

The Ball, leading you to 
expect a footy game. It's in 
lad about the search lor your 
girlie, kidnapped by the 
leader of the Globoid Hells 
Angels gang. You're Head, 
who must survive the traps 
and pitfalls of the Globoids* 
territory and save her. jump 
over obstacles, shoot them 
(ammo is limited), or use 
your shield In emergencies. 
Colled gems along the way 
to offer as ransom, but hurry 
because time is running out. 

Finally we have Super Cup 
which Is a footy game with 

up to eight participants. 
Once teams have been 
decided on it's onto the menu 
screen to choose team 
colours, skill level (0-8), 
length ot a match etc. The 
game Is played from a bird's 
eye view. 

Well, those of you who 
want to go back to the so-
called good old days ol 
Speccy games have a good 
chance with this) The price 
tag Is just too much (or what 
you get, buy CRASH instead 
and get better games thrown 
in. Out of the four games 
Kllmax Is the only one I found 
even mildly entertaining, and 
as for Super Cup-, this is a 
family mag, so I'll keep my 
comments to myself. Steer 
well clear. Hewson should 
know better. 

M A R K 4 1 % 

. ft 
S i 

containers and droids that 
get in your way. There's a 
two minute time limit in 
which to destroy the 
containers, after which all air 
will be drained from the 
building and you will 
asphyxiate. Every fifth 
building houses a nuclear 
weapon and is guarded by 
particularly vicious drones, 
so watch out. 

The third offering Is the 
mlsleadlngly named Head 

A compilation to 
disappoint— mediocrity in 

the 4th dimension! 

PRESENTATION 64% 30 
GRAPHICS 58% > 
SOUND 55% H 
PUYABILITY 65% 

AODICTIVTTY 50% Z 
OVERALL 50% O 

I a gal), through the 
i of corridors. The actual 

seen is small 
a third of the screen) 

of the Icon displays 
i to control the chosen 

r. Below the playing 
i are the use, qui! 
and save/load icons, 
are graphical 

lions of the 
idere, with the objects 

l screens and the 
l time on the side. 

1 Is a first person 
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n l w i \ UbiSott have ever done. It uses an old game 
style but brings it bang up to date with a good storyline, 
exciting locations and lots to do. You have to move around 
the 3-D building, picking up objects that may be useful and 
collecting fuel for your helicopter so you can escape the 
zombies. The four characters all have different strengths and 
weaknesses and each can be moved around separately. All 
the graphics are very well drawn and the 3-D works well. II 
only there was a bit more colour In the game. 

You can have great fun just roaming around shooting 
zombies and exploring the rooms, but with more time you 
could really get Into the story and be totally addicted. 

Zombi Is great, I'll be playing it for some lime, you can't 
drag me away! 8 3 % 

eyes characters 
you click o 
side of the 
Visiting lh< 
precinct lu 
objects such 
computer and 

, and to move 
the arrows at the 
laying screen, 
hops in the 

3 handy 
guns, food, a 
torch for 
sr dark exploring sini 

places. 

acclaim from 
recently. Zombi m 
turning point: It's 

when ftrsl encountered 
Although the sprites In 
general are monochroma 
they're well drawn. Fans 
horror films might like to 
take a look, but only from 
behind the sofa. 

M A R K 
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Challenge Software 
• £9.95 cass 

Back to a time when 
large, hairy men 
rampaged around the 

British Isles raping, pillaging 
and plundering — no, not 
Poll Tax inspectors! The 
Vikings Invaded and the 
Anglo Saxons defended their 
lands (know your history). 
Patriot that you are, you're 

unit (either friend or enemy): 
always find out enemy 
strengths before attacking! 

As with most strategy 
orientated games you take it 
in turns with the computer to 
move troops around and 
attack. Some troops carry 
spears, sling shots etc, so 
they can kill the enemy at a 
distance, but most soldiers 
carry axes or swords which 
necessitates close quarter 
combat. 

I'm not usually a fan of strategy games like 
H l w l i Vikings, I've always found them boring and 
would much rather be blasting a few aliens out of the sky 
with a photon gunl Having said that Vikings is really good. 
The graphics are all small of course, but there Is a surprising 
quality to them In colour and detail. The Viking counters you 
use to play the game with are also wall drawn. Big fans of 
strategy will love it: the idea Is to win the battle against the 
opposing army. You encounter rivars, trees and have to move 
each piece around them Individually to succeed. 

Vikings will appeal to all strategy fans. Gameplay's 
perhaps a little monotonous though. 6 2 % 

put in charge of an Anglo 
Saxon army with which you 
must beat the Scandinavian 
interlopers at their own 
game. 

Two battle scenarios are 
on offer, and three difficulty 
levels. Pick between Pitched 
Battle, The Battle and The 
Easy Way. The main part of 
the screen Is taken up by the 
playing area which consists 
of a map of the battleground 
with Icons scattered around 
depicting the opposing 
troops. Top right is the 
options screen, seven In all: 
move, fire, scan (find out 
your own and enemy 
strengths), next (give orders 
to the next unit), stand, end 
(the current move) and quit 
(the game). Below this Is the 
status screen of your chosen 

Vikings should be ol some 
interest to strategy players. 
Graphically it's no great 
shakes, but once you get into 
it it's rather playable, even 
though response times are 
on the sluggish side. 

MARK 5 6 % 

A reasonable strategy 
excursion Into unexplored 

historical territory 

PRESENTATION 63% 

GRAPHICS 62% 

SOUND 49% 

PiAYABIUTY 57% 

ADDICTIVITY 57% 

OVERALL 59% 
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long (Is it ever), because 
he's back (cue spooky organ 
music)! Baron Von Blubba is 
out lor revenge. 

He starts by kidnapping the 
Inhabitants of the Islands. Of 
course Bib and Bob aren't 
going to stand lor that: they 
once again go to war with the 
fat, slimy one. In Bubble 
Bobble you used bubbles to 
knock the baddies for six, 
now you travel across the 
seven Islands spitting 
rainbows at attackers. You 
start on Insect Island and 
your task Is simple, travel 
from the bottom of the screen 
to the top. Bui on the way up 
you're attacked by alt manner 
ol Bubba's minions, flies, 
ladybirds, crows and beetles. 
Apart from knocking them out 
with your rainbows, bonus 
points can be yours for 
picking up the variety ot fruit, 
flowers, gems etc. along the 
way. Extra goodies such as 
double and triple rainbows, 

M X 

: K R » B f R E K K 

Lftftel IP WW* 

rdFSTiil 

OcearVGraftgold • 
£9.99 cass, £14.99 
disk 

The prequel to Rainbow 
Islands Is an all time 
favourite: Bubble 

Bobble. Now, after a loooong 
wait, the sequel Is here. 
After defeating the 
despicable Baroa Von Blubba 
and returning themselves to 
human form, dynamic Bab 
and Bob decided to get away 
from the hustle and bustle ol 
everyday life and go to the 
Rainbow Islands. But life is 
not happy and carefree for 

M I f * I f All fans of cute little characters, colourful (well 
• w I W l \ almost) rainbows and catchy ditties srt up and 
pay attention because your ultimate game has arrived. 
Rainbow Islands is out of this world. 

Every single sprite in the game is excellently detailed, 
drawn In cartoon style, and still looks good when H* put on 
the equally detailed backgrounds. Colour oozes out of every 
corner of the game, and you never notice any clash at all. 
Each (stand is made up of four levels, each one boasting it's 
own challenges and enemies. Some of the later islands will 
blow your mind — you begin to wonder whether ttiis is 
actually the Spectrum version! Ail this plus the adorable tune 
Somewhere Over The Rainbow' in the background makes the 

ultimate arcade conversion. There's only one thing that lets it 
down a bi t the tune slows down when the screen fills up with 
nasties, but you have lo expect that. Rainbow Islands is 
terrific, you just have to see this lor yourself! 9 3 % 
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extra lives and extra speed 
can also be found, but ours is 
not to tell you how. And a 
word of warning, take too 
long In climbling from A to B, 
and a little incentive will be 
added to hurry you along. 
After tour levels you face the 
Island fattie: vanquish him 
and move onto the next 
island to carry on the good 
work. 

Aaagh, I really can't drag 
myself away from this game 
to write the review: Rainbow 
Islands is one of (it not the 
most) playable platform 
games I've seen recently, all 
credit to firaftgold. OK, the 
character sprite is 
monochromatic, but he 
doesn't half shift. The 
backgrounds are the best pari 
of the game though: nicely 
detailed coloured backdrops 
abound (with surprisingly 
little colour clash). Sound is 
also very, very impressive 
with a bouncy tune playing 
throughout. A brilliant sequel 
to a classic game. 

MARK 9 5 % 

A classic game has inspired 
a rainbow-brilliant sequel 

to savour and thrill to! 

PRESENTATION o9'. 

GRAPHICS 90% 

SOUND 87* 

PAYABILITY 92% 

AODicnvrrY 92% 

OVERALL 94% 

WUSIREEIS 
Psychaedelic Hedgehog1 

Software 

Titus • £9 .99 cass, 
£14 .99 disk 

New York City is in a 
terrible state, with 
most of the inhabitants 

living in conditions unfit for 
rats, whilst the fortunate few, 
the drugs barons, live in 
luxury. Having lost control 
over the city the US 
government, they call in the 
CIA to clean up. They do so 
very well, the crime bosses 
are forced to run. Terrible 
revenge follows: they take 
CIA boss John Stevens 
hostage! 

As the CIA's tcp operative 
you must rescue your boss 
and lead him to safety. To 
help you in your search you 
have your faithful sidekick 
Black Virgin, the panther, 

gang leader must be 
defeated before you can 
carry on — big dudes who 
need a lot of stomping. 

Do your job, and Stevens 
is found, but that's only half 
your problem solved. You 
must get him back to the 
starting point, and to make 
matters worse, he's a 
physical wreck. 

This game's streets may 
be wild, but I found myself 
falling asleep very swiftly. 
The idea is quite a good one, 
but the gameplay has all the 
appeal of a major traffic jam. 
The sprites are small stick 
like figures who judder 
around the screen like 
drunken CRASH reviewers. 
Take my advice, steer clear 
ot Wild Streets. 

MARK 3 5 % 

5 2 % 

• J I f * I f W ) l d Streets did not impress me at all. The 
I w V \ graphics are badly drawn and undetailed, 

especially in the white monochrome the programmers have 
chosen. The only colour you see in the whole game Is the 
small bit on the status panel at the bottom of the screen. 
Beat-'em-up games are not new to the Spectrum (as you 
probably know), so why we need another one to add to the 
ever increasing selection I do not know. This one's not going 
to rank among the best of them either. Wild Streets is 
anything but: you'd have more tun watching a street sweeper 
do his job! 

and a .357 Magnum. 
Together you battle the thugs 
that attack you along the 
way: members of gangs such 
as The Mutilators, The Happy 
Undertakers and The 
Streetwise Tigers. Your 
panther will occasionally 
help you out of a light spot, 
but in general you must rely 
on either your martial arts 
prowess, or your gun (search 
for ammo, it's limited). At 
the end of each section a 

If these streets are wild, 
wait until you see Ludlow on 
a Sunday afternoon (yawn). 

PRESENTATION 

GRAPHICS 

SOUND 35% 

PLAYABlLfTY 45% 

ADOICTMTY 44% 

OVERALL 43% 

ADVENTURE 
HELPLINE 

Do you play computer adventured 
Have you ever been faced with a 
seemingly impossible situation.' 

WE CAN HELP 

Our adventure rescue 
team work 7 days and 7 
evenings a week and will 

be pleased to answer 
your queries. Open 
noon till midnight. 

We offer help with any 
games or any computer 
- so if you are tearing 
your hair out ring this 

number now! 

0898 338 933 
tut (v IMh II* WIMI > 

JSp* WORTH 
£2.99 

Proudly presents: 
Assassin - £5.99 

A 200 screen arcade adventure with stunning graphics, treaty sound 
and lots and lots of long, spiky hair! You ptey tne part of Rt. Hon. Bob 
Possington Kiwi on his mission across 3 mutant thronged asteroid as 
he blasts his way to meet the mad Worms! 

Space Worm - £5.99 
You play the part ot ) worm. Yes, that's a worm as in wriggly. But this 
is no ordinary worm, for he is a super hero worm, and he must jump 
and wriggle his way across 36 scrolling levels ot mayheml Warning -

this game is HARD! Only for the arcade addicts. 
Adventure 2 Pack - £5.99 

Moon Magic and Sponge; these two are hard graphical adventures 
set in space where anything goes. In one your aim is to get rich 
(original, huh?) and in the other you have to repair your crashed 
space cruiser. 

A Shadow on Glass - £5.99 
A must for fantasy freaks - this adventure is all about elves and glass 
orbs, and with over 140 locations is a real challenge to all budding 
adventure players. 

Int. Cricket Manager - £9.99 
Only for the strategist players, this one. A host ol complex strategy g 
features accompanying music, graphics and sound as you battle with ~ 
international cricket teams on the pitch. 
All prices include postage and packing. Please endose cheque or p.o. 
for correct amount with your name, address and gamelsl required. All 
games run on 48K and all 128K Spectrum computers. 

Make payable to: P.H. Software 
55 Stanley St, Ramsbottom, 

Bury, Lanes., BLO 9JG. 

JUST SEND YOUR ADDRESS WITH A 
fmST CLASS STAMP AND WE Witt 

SEND ruu oiTAILS, ABOUT THE 
GAME AND MORE tMPOHTANTlY. 
HOW YOU CAN GtT IT" EREEII 
At TERN A TlVfl Y CAU THE NUMBER 
BELOW fO» MORE INfORMATION 

\ ABOUT THIS UNBEMTABlt FHEE 
GAME or fin 

• P H O N f N D W t 

I M 
• T; 

1836 415 454 
FREE GAME OFFER; 
MAYFAIR HOUSE, HULCRE8T, 
TADLEY. HANTS RG26 6JB 



• Welcome to this 
month's round-
up of pocket 

money buys, end DJ 
Nicko is joined by an 
assistant to help him 
w a d e through the 
swamp that is the 
budget bonanza — it's 
his new 'girlie' Julie! 
Let's hear it for Julie! 
(Hurrah! —Ed). Well, 
actual ly Julie didn't do 
anything apart from 
stare lovingly into 
Nicko's eyes and 
provide the Jokes (Oi! 
The jokes are mine! 
—Nicko). Enough of 
teenage romance. On 
wi th the show... 

ARCADE 
TRIVIA QUIZ 
Zeppelin Games 
• £2.99 • 

Arcade Trivia Quiz 
attempts to recreate 

the thrills and spills of the 
quiz game on your 
computer. The only things 
that aren't included are fifty 
other people playing games 
around you and the aroma 
of hot dogs floating through 
the air! The questions are 
categorised in a very Trivial 
Pursuit style with subjects 
like Art & Literature. Film & 
Television, Music and Sport 
to tax your brain cells. Each 
subject has its own little 
icon you have to select in a 
time limit before you 
answer. 

The fun way to play a 
quiz game of this sort is to 
get a few friends round for 
a two or three player game. 
So I decided to do just that 
and roped in Mr Robin 'big 
hair1 Candy of The Games 
Machine and Mr Mark 
•Shaw" Kendrick of the art 
department to give it a 
bashl What a mistake that 
was: I was knocked out in 
the first round, and Robin 
went on to earn £20 (you 
only start with 80p)t Playing 
with friends is great fun 
though, as you can shout 
out the wrong answers and 
have a good titter when 
they choose them! 

The only real grumble I 
have with Arcade Trivia 
Quiz is the lack of variety in 
the questions when you 
have been playing for some 
time. You can load in 
various question banks at 
the beginning, but if you 
have a really long game 
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the first being Pro Mountain 
Bike Simulator. 

What really gets to you in 
this game is the almost 
idiotic way you have to 
control the biker and the 
sensitivity of some of the 
obstacles. You control him 
by speeding up, slowing 
down or jumping. Some 
obstacles have be taken 

very slowly and some at top 
speed. This is really 
annoying for the first few 
goes until you adjust to it. 

There are plenty of 
obstacles to be 
encountered on your 
journey, ranging from 
barrels to fences, rocks and 
thin walls which need 
special balance to get over. 
All the sprites are really 
quite good, especially on 
the special shop section 
between levels where you 
can buy new bits and 
pieces to attach to your 
bike: you're greeted by a 
cartoon style shop keeper 
and detailed icons showing 
ice chains, fat tyres and oil 
cans! 

The game has one big, 
big let down; there's no 
sound at alt! You'd think the 
programmers could have 
fitted in the odd effect or a 
little tune, even if it wasn't 
that good. But you don't 
even get a peep! 

Mountain Bike Racer is 
fun for a while but with the 
annoying game play and 
lack of sound you'll soon 
get fed up with it. What I 
want to know is where are 
the mountains? 
Overal l 62% 

they soon start repeating 
themselves. All the 
graphics, sound and 
presentation are of a very 
high standard with features 
usually only found on the 
likes of fruit machines to 
add an extra boost of 
addictiveness. 

Arcade Trivia Quiz is a 
real winner on your own 
and especially with some 
friends. Give it a whirl! 
Overa l l 80% 

MOUNTAIN 
RACE BIKER 
Zeppelin Games 
• £2.99 • 

. With the increase in 
popularity of mountain 

bikes I suppose it was 
bound to happen: the influx 
of mountain bike simulator 
games from software 
houses. This is the second 
to be released on budget, 
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ITALIAN 
SUPERCAR 
CodeMasters • £2.99 • 

All fans of Super 
Stuntman shout 

hoorah. For its sequel has 
finally arrived — Italian 
Supercar. Take control of a 
quattrovalve, turbo 
charged, jolly fast sports 
car in five thrilling levels of 
obstacles, ramps and deep 
rivers. Life's not as easy as 
it seems though: the levels 
are littered with red mines 
which could blow you to 
bits. 

This game has 
CodeMasters written all 
over it — and not only on 
the packaging: the graphics 
and music are instantly 
recognisable. The small but 
excellently drawn sprites 
complement the obstacles 
and backgrounds, with 
colour being quite 
generously used. All the 
presentation is superb, 
animated title sequences, 
full screen display (no more 
ugly black borders) and a 
great border in the game 
itself. The music, 
unfortunately, is not the 
best I've ever heard and the 
effects do leave a lot to be 
desired. 

The game can get very 
annoying at first. The way 
the car bashes into all the 
obstacles without any 
damage being caused is 
unrealistic, but does help 
the beginner. Once you've 
worked out in your mind 
where all the mines and 
ramps are you'll be able to 
complete the first level 
easily. The time limit is not 
very long so you have to 
get each level off to a fine 
art. 

Italian Supercar is a good 
follow up to Super 
Stuntman, and all fans of 
the game will love it. A 
good, fun arcade thrill. 
Overall 68% 

ARCADE FRUIT 
MACHINE 
Zeppelin Games 
• £2.99 • 

Oh no! All I seem to do 
these days is play 

either arcade quiz games or 
arcade fruit machines! I 
Know so much about all the 
machines from playing 
these budget releases I 
might as well move into the 
local arcade. So exactly 
what has Arcade Fruit 
Machine got to offer that the 
other fruit machine sims left 
out? Nowt much. Despite 
having a slightly different 
screen display to a game I 
played recently (mentioning 
no names!), it's almost 

identical. 
You get 50p to start off 

with and have to nudge and 
gamble your way to the 
jackpot of £1.50. woo! 
Some features on this fruit 
machine are unique, You 
can choose whether you 
want a reverse or forward 
start to spin the reels, and 
there are of course the 
usual 'special' features like 
cash pot and skill run. The 
general idea is to light up all 
the letters in the CASH 'n' 
GRAB' then select your 
special feature and win 
hoards of cash. 

All the fruit and coins are 
quite well drawn in a 
cartoon style. The scrolling 
is also very smooth on the 
reels, but not so on the 

message at the beginning -
yuk! The best graphics in 
the whole game are on the 
loading screen, they're 
really neat. Sound wise, 
well there is some sort of 
attempt at a tune on the 
start screen and the odd 
'zoop' effect when 
something is won. Arcade 
Fruit Machine's reel let 

down (groan) is the lack of 
excitement: you can go for 
ages without winning a 
sausage. 

While definitely not one 
of the best fruit machine 
simulations about, you can 
get some enjoyment out of 
it. 
Overal l 59% 

WORLD 
SOCCER 
Zeppelin Games 
• £2.99 • 

Football management 
as you have never 

seen it before! Manage any 
of the great British clubs 
through the leagues of one 
of the ultimate world soccer 
competitions around. All the 
European sides are here to 
battle against you. 
> I had real high hopes for 
World Soccer when I first 
saw it. 'Fantastic full colour 
graphics", I thought as I 
looked at the screenshots 
on the packaging. Once the 
game had loaded up there 
they were: an excellent title 
screen, bursting with colour, 
animated sequences with a 
television reporter blabbing 
about a game and other 
great graphics on the other 
game options. The only 
thing that is missing is the 
game of football itself. I 
really can't stand football 
games which just give you 
the result of the game 
without you seeing any 

action. That is why the 
reporter option has been 
included, he tells you the 
basic details of the match, 
but that just isn't enough. 

You can choose from 
plenty of options in World 
Soccer. They're all 
displayed by icons around 
the title screen. Bank gives 
you the bank manager and 
the current balance. On air 
allows you to choose to 
have a reporter telling you 
about the match or not and 
medic OK's the players who 
are match fit and available 
for squad duty. 

Zeppelin Games really 
seem to have got it together 
these days. All their games 
sport brilliant full colour 
graphics and resonable 
tunes. You can't help 
noticing some of the 
similarities with many 
CodeMasters releases 
though. 

World Soccer is definitely 
a game for the football 
management fanatic: with 
the added attraction of 
some good presentation, 
this is a real winner. 
Overal l 74% 
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FIGHTING 
WARRIOR 
Mastertronic Plus 
• £2.99 • (rerelease) 

«'-,i Guess what? A 
beautiful princess has 

gone and get herself 
captured, and you must 
rescue her. sitly girty. You 
are the Fighting Warrior, 
champion of all Egypt and a 
small town in the lake 
district (wha?). Using all 
your powers of combat you 
will confront many hideous 
monsters, ghouls and 
ogres, all of whom are just 
begging to be splattered. 

The usual beat 'em up 
controls are used, plus you 
cany a handy weapon, 
useful for slicing pounds of 
flesh off your slobbering 
victims. The graphics are 
nicely drawn, but that's all: 
the backgrounds are very 
basic and colour is almost 
non-existent. In the sound 
category all you get is 
something like a bee 
trapped in a glass when 
someone hits you, brilliant! 
Some games stand the test 
of time, and this isn't one of 
them. You come across 
monster after monster, and 
killing them all soon gets a 
bit monotonous. 

Fighting Warrior may be 
worth looking at if you're 
after a cheap beat em up 
and don't really care about 
graphics much, but 
otherwise I'd stay well 
clear: there are better 
rereleased games about. 
Overa l l 45% 

oooco a. ii a \>>>y>>>nnr 
STIFFLIP &Co. 
Kixx • £2.99 • (rerelease) 

^ f e I remember this, it's 
the weird game where 

you have to hit people all 
the time. That's my expert 
description! Stifflip & Co. is 
an icon driven graphic 
adventure. You have to 
explore the various 
locations talking to the 
weird and wonderful 
characters who inhabit 
them while desperately 
trying to stop the plans of 
the evil Count Chameleon. 
He Is a master of disguise 
so your task is made even 
harder. The horrible Count 
has developed the 
rubbertronic ray with which 
he plans to bring down the 
British Empire and radically 
alter the bounce of the 
cricket ball! Yes folks, it's 
that sort of wacky, zany 
game. 

The way you control the 
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characters is strange at 
first. Icons must be selected 
to carry out different tasks. 
They range from chinwag 
which allows you to talk, to 
fisticuffs for fighting and 
change batter (work that 
one out for yourself chip 
shop lovers!). Graphics are 
almost faultless, the 
characters and the way 
they animate on the 
detailed backgrounds is 
really impressive. Pieces of 
film down the side of the 
screen show the characters 
you're not playing and what 
they're up to. The real fun 
sequences are when you 
beat people up. A special 
punchometer device allows 
you to select the strongest 
punch possible: get it wrong 
though and you'll be a real 
wimp! 

If you missed Stifflip & 
Co. first time round get a 
copy today. A spiffingly 
good romp. 
Overa l l 8 0 % 
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WINTER GAMES 
Kixx • £2.99 • (rerelease) 

How many times is this 
game going to be 

rereleased in a different 
format? After the original 
release it's been on 
countless compilations I 
know of, and now 
rereleased on the Kixx 
label. If you haven't got it 
somewhere in your 
software collection, where 
have you been over the 
past few years? It's no 
wonder it's been rereleased 
so many times though, it's a 
brilliant game. One of the 
best winter sports 
simulations on the 
Spectrum. 

The events range from 
the basic ski jump, which 
takes some mastering, to 
fun things like the toboggan 
and hot dog events. And no 
the hot dog has nothing at 
all to do with sausages and 
rolls, it's the free style event 
where the skier has to do 

the most death defying 
leaps he can. All the snow 
tipped mountains in the 
background add a nice 
touch — you could almost 
be in the Alps. In fact I 
thought I saw Robin Candy 
flying by on his skiing 
holiday! The main sprites 
are a bit basic with not 
much detail, but they're well 
animated: what do you 
expect, this game was first 
released in 1984! Sound ts 
also riot up to modem 
standards, but who cares? 
The graphics create all the 
atmosphere, and the 
various events are a real 
challenge, even to the 
experienced game player. 

Winter Games is a 
Spectrum classic. Any self-
respecting collector should 
have it on his or her shelf in 
one form or another, and 
with this budget release 
you've no excuse: go out 
and by it now, you wont be 
disappointed. 
Overall 78% 
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SCARED!! 
WIN ONE OF 20 
NIGHTBREED SPECIAL 
FX BOOKS!! 
' H e r e a r e g r o t e s q u e s 
a n d f r e a k s , t h e n o b l e 
b e a s t s a n d e x q u i s i t e 
t r a n s f o r m e r s w h o 
p o p u l a t e t h e h i d d e n c i t y 
of M i d i a n ' ! Clive Barker 
1989 

Just who do you reckon 
Clive Barker is talking about, 
readers? Could it be the 
CRASH team (a pretty 
unsightly bunch in the 
mornings — do you mind!! ! -
Ed)? Or is it his latest gang of 
monsters and uglies that 
infest the film they're already 
calling the spookiest of the 
year — Nightbreed? It is of 
course the CRASH Team 
(Oil). Titter not! 

We're fibbing just a bit (well, 
completely actually): he's 
talking about the Nightbreed 
creatures which feature in a 
new book that'll churn your 
stomach it's full of the 
yuckiest things ever created 
— and it's called Clive 
Barker's T h e N i g h t b r e e d 
C h r o n i c l e s 

Titan has published the 
book, and it'll cost you £5.95 
in the shops (check out the 
full review in Comix, Live 
Circuit), but we've got twenty 
—twenty! — copies to give 
away in this month's Hotline 
compo. It's packed with over 
fifty colour shots — not only 
showing the Nightbreed in 

their hideous glory, but also 
going behind the scenes to 
show how they were created! 
Though, don't try to make any 
at home else you scare the 
bloomers off your granny! 

We won't dwell on the 
subject of granny's bloomers, 
but tell you how you get a 
chance of winning one of the 
brill books on offer! Just by 
r inging the CRASH compo 
hotl ine! Dial 0898 555 084 
and listen to the questions 
being read out over the 
phone. When you have your 
answers, write them down on 
a postcard or the back of a 
sealed envelope and send it 
to: SPOOKARAMA HOTLINE 
COMPO. CRASH, 
NEWSFIELD, Ludlow, 
Shropshire SY8 1JW And 
make sure your entries arrive 
by 26 April!! 

DIAL AWAY 
0898 555 084 
WIN A SPOOK 
NIGHTBREED BOOK! 

Calls cost 25p per minute 
during off-peak time and 38p 
per minute at all other times. 
If you don't pay the phone bill 
ask the person who does or 
we'll send the Nightbreed to 
get you! CRASH Hotlines are 
brought to you by CRASH Ltd 
and Chatterbox Ltd. 

m 

NEXT MONTH 
Marvellous May bounces into view next issue 
with action packed thrill power coming your way 
on another exciting PowerTape stuffed with 
games!! Check out the Easter releases with the 
best reviews around and the top-prize compo 
giving you the chance to win loads of free games! 
Plus all the excitement of the regulars in the next 
thrill packed issue! 

DON'T MISS IT!! 
CRASH ISSUE 
76, THE MEGA 
MAY EDITION 
ON-SALE 26 
APRIL! SPRING'S 
BURSTING OUT 
ALL OVER 'COS 
THE NATION'S 
PLAYING OUR 
GAMES!! 



MARVEL COMICS & PARAGON SOFTWARE* 
PRESENT 
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m] Free Marvel comic book des t ined to b e c o m e 

a collector 's i tem, avai lable by return. 

DR.DOOM'S REVENGE! 
Available for SPECTRUM, AMSTRAD, C64, AMIGA, 

ATARI ST, PC and Compatibles. 
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